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Abstract 
The fast cosmic noise absorption (a.n.a.) . pulsations 
observed with fast response riometers at Macquarie Island 
in the southern auroral zone are discussed in relatipn to 
the parameters of the lower ionosphere. The pulsations which 
are similar to and associated. with pulsations in aurora o luminosity (at 4278A), Pi2 micropulsations and fast 
bremmstrahlung X-ray pulsations are unique in that they 
exhibit a time asymmetry or relaxation time which is believe 
to be a consequence of the relatively slow rate of removal of 
secondary electrons in the ionosphere. The relaxation time, 
T is defined as 
where A is the atplitude_ofthe,Pulse,above .backgroundl 
and (A)max is the Maximumf(negative) slOpe..Ofthereiaxation.s. 
part ofthe pulse. Measured values . Of T varied between 1 and 
,30 seconds . and,sqatter:diagrams of . T. veraus ... :AJndicate a 
'strong tendency for T to 'increase wittiincreasingpule 
amplitude. 
The properties and anomalies of the D-region of. the 
ionosphere are discussed, as is the applicability of the Bates 
and Massey rate equations to fluctuations in electrons 
density in this region. A computer model was constructed in - which the rate equations were numerically integrated using .a , 
variety of values of the parameters involved and for a . variety 
of primary spectrum e-folding energies in an attempt to 
simulate the observed pulsations. Relaxation times as small as 
some of those observed were not obtained from the model .'A new 
The possibility that the observed positive relationship 
between relaxation time and pulse amplitude is due to the 
chemical dynamics of a situation in which electrons 
recombine with positive ions of widely differing .reaction 
rates is discussed and dismissed. 
It is concluded that the observed c. n. a. pulsations•
are an E-region phenomenon associated with quasi mono-
energetic peaks in the background primary flux with energies 
somewhere in the range of from 4 to 10 keV. The pulsations 
are believed to be due to fluctuations in the energy of this 
peak or to pulsations in primary particle flux on the high 
energy side of the - peak. 
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This work was commenced from the standpoint that the 
bulk of cosmic noise absorption occurs below 100 km 
height, that is, in the D -.region . of the atmosphere. 
This was no doubt a natural assumption and one which is 
deeply embedded in the literature of riometry. The con 
elusion of Section 5, that c. n. a. pulsations and the 
background absorption accompanying them are an E region 
phenomenon did not become apparent to the author until the 
thesis was three - quarters written. Consequently Much of 
the early material is concerned with D - region processes 
and the reader may perhaps gain an impression of inconsis -
tency, as if the author " could not make up his mind. 
It should be emphasised that such discussion of 
D - region processes is essential in order to eliminate 
this part of the atmosphere as the location of the puls-
ations. Indeed the failure of the D region model to 
- adequately predict sufficiently short relaxation times 
forced the author to the conclusion which was finally 
reached. This thesis thus has a chronological as well as 
 legical development and, one hopes, will lead the reader 
to the same conclusion. 
The thesis is structured as a fairly short central 
argument accompanied by four appendices. The latter, taken 
together constitute almost, half the wordage. The reasons
for this format are twofold: 
(i) 	It was originally intended to publish much 
of this material as a series of separate papers and then 
to combine these to form a thesis. Owing to lack of time 
this idea was abandoned and only Appendix I has received 
prior publication. Appendix II is ready to be submitted 
for publication almost as it stands and it is intended' 
that the body of the thesis be submitted for publication 
in an abridged form. 
(ii) 	Written in this format it is possible for 
the reader to more readily perceive the main thread of 
the argument without being diverted by various digressions 
on the way. 
INTRODUCTION 
The riometer is an instrument devised by C.G.Little 
and N. Leinbach in <1958 to provide information about the 
electron content of the ionosphere by monitoring the 
ionospheric absorption of cosmic radio noise. It consists of 
a broad beam antenna, a low rioise receiver at' about 30 MHz 
and some sort of reference device such as a low noise diode 
which is often incorporated in a feedback loop with the 
receiver to give exceptional long term stability. Radiation 
- from the Galaxy and from discrete radio sources is absorbed 
in the upper atmosphere by free electrons. The degree of 
absorption depends upon the density of the electrons and the 
rate at which they lose energy by collisions with heavier 
Particles. Thus the degree of cosmic noise absorption (c.n.a.) 
displayed by the instrument provides a measure of the weighted 
mean of the electron density in the upper atmosphere within 
the beam of its antenna. 
The resolution of the instrument is limited by the 
statistical nature of the cosmic radio noise detected and 
this in turn depends upon the bandwidth of the receiver. 
In order to improve the _resolution while sacrificing such 
things as stability and freedom from man-made and solar 
interference, the bandwidth was widened from 20 KHz to 1 .4 
MHz thus increasing the time resolution by a factor of 7 
for the same amplitude sensitivity. 
This modified instrument, a "fast-response riometer" 
was first operated in the auroral zone in December 1?66. 
Within the first few days of ,operation a new phenomenon 
was observed 3 fast cosmic noise absorption pulsations 
(Reid, 1967). These pulsations occurred in trains of from 
a l few minutes to an hour or so in duration. They were ' 
generally sporadic although periodicities were also observed 
on occasion. The duration of an individual pulse was in 
the range of from 2 to 30 seconds. Their amplitudes ranged 
from about 0.3 dB down to the .02 dB amplitude resolution 
of the instrument. ;Their most striking characteristic was 
a tendency to be asymmetric in time with rapid onsets 
(1 to 4 seconds) and slower decay times (uP to 30 seconds). 
Some examples of fast c.n.a. Tulsations can be seen in 
Figs. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. 
This thesis is concerned with these fast c.n.a. 
pulsations, their origin and their possible use as ,a diag-
nostic tool in investigating the ionosphere and the magnet-
osphere. The pulsations were observed from Macquarie Island 
(54.5 °S, 158.9°E Geographic, Invariant Latitude 64.5 °S) 
during the Summer months of 1967, 1968 and 1969. Appendix III 
provides a technical description of the fast response. 
riometers used. The relationships observed at this time 
between fast c.n.a. pulsations and other pulsating phenomena 
has already been described in the literature (Reid & Phillips, 
1971 	Appendix 1). 
SECTION I 
The D-region  
1.1. The association of fast c. n. a. pulsations and fast 
bremrnstrahlung x-ray pulsations (Appendix I) indicates that ' 
they are caused by pulses of electrons in the energy range of tens 
of KeV precipitating from the magnetosphere into the iohosphere: 
Such high energy, "primary", electrons will create many times 
their number of free low-energy "secondary" electrons and positive 
ions by collision with air molecules. It is these secondary electrons 
which are observed by the riorrieter. After the primary pulse has r: 
ceased, many secondary electrons will remain, being removed 
relatively slowly; by mutual: neutralization with positive ions and 
and by attachment to. neutral Molecules . to forrn negative, ionS.: 
The slow decay of the fast c. n, a. Pulsations is then, an • 
atmospheric process, dependant On the chemistry of the'atinOsPhere . 	•,, 	. 
at heights over which the absorption of cosmic noise is ,takig'Place.. 
The height distribution of the free, absorbing iecondary . electrons 
will in turn be dependant upon the energy :spectrum Of the primaries: 
which give rise to them. The atmospheric nature of the asymmetry 
of the pulsations is borne out by the fact that neither the fast 
bremmstrahlung x-ray pulsations nor the X 4278 A ° diziO:ral 
luminosity pulsations with which they have been observed show •• 
any asymmetry themselves. 
It is the purpose of this work to exämmne,in 'detail 'the, 
relationship between the observed decay times of the pulsations . 
and decay times deduced from various Models of the atmosphere 
, 	 • 
and primary particle spectra.: If We can reliably relate . the decaY, 
times to the characteristics of primary particle spectra, then: the 
fast response riometer becomes a powerful instrument 
for probing the magnetosphere since each pulsation would be " 
effectively "tagged" with information about the primary pulse 
which created it. It might, for example, be possible usiiit a 
series of riorneters with narrow beam antennas, to obtairi;,ari 
energy or pitch angle cross section of a single pulse Of 
precipitating electrons. 
On the other hand if we have some idea of the. 
characteristics of the primary particle spectrum and hence of the. 
height distribution in ion pair :production rate, it Would be possible 
to verify or disprove some of the currently accepted values of 
the various parameters of ionospheric processes. 
In order to fulfill this purpose it will be necessary to . 
construct a mathematical model of the electrical behaviour of 
the lower ionosphere. 
D-region Problems . 
. 1.2. The region of the atmosphere between 60 and 10 .0 
which the bulk of cosmic noise absorption occurs during aurcrial 
zone activity, is perhaps the most complex region of the 
atmosphere. It is the region in which most of the ionizing 
radiation impinging upon the earth is absorbed. Despite the : 
fact that a variety of techniques have been used . for'a number of 
years in probing this region, its behaviour both electrically ancl 
chemically is still by no means fully understood; a nurnber ,of 
anomalies remain. Indeed 'the more information that be&aneS: 
available the more complex the region appears to be. 
Most of the problems hinge upon the chemical composition 
of the D-region atmosphere since this must determine its electrical, 
behaviour; the rate. at which free electrons are created and. 
removed depends upon the chemical composition.. The fluxes of. 
• 	. 	• 
--icinizing radiation which includes energetic particles xra,ys 
and hard and soft ultraviolet radiation from the sun, frorn 
stellar and galactic sources and from the environs of the earth 
itself. can now be experimentally measured outside the 
atmosphere. Their effects on the atmosphere can be computed. 
Electron density profiles of the upper atmosphere can be 
obtained with a high degree of accuracy by means of rockets and 
in recent years the concentrations of the various positive and 
negative ion species present have been measured with rocket 
borne instruments. 
The problems concern these observed electron densities 
and their relationship to the computed production and loss rates. 
1.3. The Ionospheric Rate Equations 
The ionospheric rate equations (Bates and Massey, 1946) 
describe the rates at which electrons and ions are produced and 
lost in an ionized gas. 
,dN 
dt 
They are 
and 
dN - 
13N - 	YN w• - N+ dt 
where q is the ion pair production rate, 
cc is the electron - ion recombination coefficient ) 
is the attachment rate of electrons 
to neutral mol,ecules to form negative ions 
y is the ion-ion recombination coefficient , 
6 is the detachment coefficient for negative ions, 
N, N and N+ and the number densities of electrons, 
negative ions and positive ions respectively. 
Diffusion terms and thermodynamic terms have been omitted 
from (1. 1). The omission of diffusion terms may not be: 
justified in the Vicinity of large height gradients . such as those 
mentioned below. Nevertheless these equations describe the gross 
.:features of the ionosphere.. Numerous complex chemical 
reaction schemes have been put forward to explain and predict the 
concentration of various ion species and neutral reactants. , It 
should be noted that the form of (110 is independant of Suah . 
reaction schemes while the values of the parameters r , • , y 
depend on the ionic composition of the atmosphere at the given 
height and are Weighted means of perhaps a number of reaction: 
rates. For example 
Z 	N+ . I 
where a ; is the reaction rate of electrons with theith species :  
of positive ion with number density N The term "ma cros copic ' 
or "effective" is used to distinguish the mean parameters o 
equation (1.1) from the'.actual rate parameters of the individual 
reactions. 
It is immediately obvious that the `macroscopic parameter8 . 
are likely to be not only functions Of height in 
the atmosphere but also of-tirrik; the atinosiphere may welt behasie : , 
differently to sudden changes in ion pair production rate :frOrri. 
• 	. 
the way in which it reacts to quasi-Steady ;- state changes since 
the positive and negative ion corriPosition May differ. in.:the two. 
cases. For the Same reason the.rate'eqUation pa:rameters may , 
also depend on the production rate 0 andon the types of positive ions 
that are produced by the ionizing source. 
There is a third equation . , that required by e lectrical 
neutrality 
recombin'ation + xy is called the "effective (1 If = 
which yields the continuity equation for positive ions. 
Adding (1.1a) and (1.1b) 
dN+ 
dt =q - 
For simplicity 1 
= N- / N 
Then 
and 
t• us introduce a further , 
_Then (1.1)'becomes,: 
dN 	q- 	2 = 
The assumption is frequently made . that 
dt 
whence 
dN 
dt 
i.e. 
dN = 
dt 
where 
coefficient" (see, for example, Whitten & Poppoff, 1965 page 
143). The assumption (1.5) is not justified and will be 
discussed again in a later section. Equation (1.6) is not,: 
a valid approximation to equations (1.1). 
For steady-state conditions, all the derivatives are 
zero and we 0 have 
. e . q 
Where V = (1 + X) (m + Ay) is termed the electron 
loss rate. Its value determines the steady state electron 
density at any height in terms of the ion pair production 
rate. When 
x <<1. then 
From equation 
. have 
N . = 
from 1.7 and 
from which 
where dp= (1 +A)/(a /y 0 is a slowly varying function _ 	_ 
of k lying between 1 and y/a. 
1.4. The Rate Equation Parameters 
1.4.1 . Attatchment Processes 
One process is thought to predominate in the formation _ 	_ 
of negative ions from electrons: 
02 + 02 + e -* 0 - 2 + 02 
. There is' little disagreement over the ra.e. coefficient 
for this process. Laboratory measurements have conSistentTY, 
yielded a value of between 10 -3°' and .3 x).0' 30Cmsec. 7 1 
,(Ohanin et al, 1959, Pack and Phelps, 1966). We will use the 
value 
Another possibility for electron attachment is 
e + 02  -4- 02 +hv  
-17 which has a reaction rate coefficient of 9 x 10 	at 
375°K (Pack and Phelps, 1966). Assuming that neither rate 
coefficient is a strong function of temperature, the process 
(1.12) will predominate over (1.11) only for 0 2 concentrat-
ions of less than 6 x 10 13 cm." 3 i.e. above 82 Km. At such 
heights X is likely to be much less than unity, there are 
few negative ions and attachment -'detatchment processes 
are of little importance. We can therefore neglect process 
(1.12) and write 
where m is the concentration of molecular 
oxygen. 
1.4.2 Detachment Processes 
That radio-wave absorption, increases during the 
daytime has been known since the days of the first radio 
transmissions. A striking example of such daytime enhance- , 
ment of absorption is demonstrated by riometer observations 
of polar cap absorption (PCA) events. During these events 
cosmic noise absorption at polar cap stations at 30MHz 
increases markedly for periods of up to two or three days 
due to the bombardment of the polar cap ionosphere by solar 
protons. The absorption is typically about 3 dB at night 
compared with 9 dB or so during the day. 
- . 	Molecular oxygen ions, 0 2 are readily dissociated . 
into molecular oxygen and free electrons by the action of 
visible light' and for many years this process was invoked 
to explain day-night differences in D-region absorption. The 
parameter 6 was written 
= 	+ yn 
(1.12 ) 
Wherefi is the photodetatchment rate for molecular 
oxygen ions with a value of . 3 to .4 set and y IS the 
collisional detatchment rate for these ions and was believed 
-16 to have a value as small as 10 	to 10 	cm Sec 
(Bailey, 1959; Phelps and Pack, 1961; Whitten et al. , 1965).. 
Here n is the number density of neutral .species at the .given 
height. In equation (1.10) X Will be strongly dependant or the  
value of/0 ; during the day, will be the dominant term while - 
at night io falls to zero with a consequent increase in X : for 
similar values. of q . This will result in an increase in )if 
and decrease in N the electron density and hence in absorption. 
That is,photo`detatchment of 0 during the day keepsthe electron 
density high While at night electrons are removed, by attachinent. 
The inai dequaCy of this picture was demonstrated by 
G. C. Reid (1961) who examined changes in C:n. a. occuring.'at 
dawn at Fort Churchill during a PCA event. A fairly sudden 
. change would be expected as the visible light shadow of the . 
earth crosses he absorbing region and photodissociation: .of 
ions commences.'Instead the observed change was slower.and 
later than predicted (or earlier in the case of the sunset effect) 
indicating that the shadow of the ozone layer was the inipOrtant 
factor not the visible light terminator: This implies-that Ultra- 
violet radiation rather than visible light is ne6essary to diseciciate 
whatever negative ions are present. 
More recent work has changed the simple photodetatchrnent 
, model completely. Associative detatchment of negative ions in 
the presence of atomic oxygen has been found to be a fast Process 
by Fehsenfeld et al (1966,1967) and by Moruzzi and Phelps 
(1966). These experiments showed that the rate is so fast 
that with more than 10 10  oxygen atoms per cm. 3  above 40 Km , 	- during the daytime, the 0 2 destruction rate by associative 
detachment is ten times faster than by photodetachment. 
Various reaction schemes (Le Levier and Branscombi, 1968; 
G.C.Reid 1970; Arnold and Krankowski,1971; Ferguson,1971) , 
indicate that 0 2  is not the dominant negative ion but that 
it should react rapidly to form 03 - 1 NO3 - and ,c04 - which 
are much more stable. Furthermore direct rocket measurements 
of negative ions densities have shown that ions as heavy as 
these do indeed make up the bulk of negative ions in the 
lower ionosphere (Narcisi et al, 1971; Arnold et a1,1971). 
The strong day night variation in absorption during 
events now becomes explicable in terms of the day-night 
variation in molecular oxygen concentration. This is 
.Controlled by the photo-dissociation of 02 and 0 3 during the 
day and the reaction of atomic oxygen back to ozone at 
Negative ions other than 0 - , 02 , and 03 are believed to 
be stable with regard to photodetachment and colliSional and 
associative detachment and are rem:wed only by mutual 
neutralization with positive ions. Therefore the removal 
rate of negative ions will depend largely on the concentrat-
ions of these three ions and on the concentration of atomic 
oxygen i.e. 
6 N- = 	(/° i 	kl 	CC) 	) i=1 
ssihere 	i .is the photodetachment rate arid.k:the 
or associative detachmentrate of the species Oi Thus 
3 
k. 
where 
and 6 is dependant on the proportion of negative ions which 
are 0 - , 02 - , and 03 and on the neutral molecular oxygen 
concentration. 
1.4.3 Recombination Processes 
The ion-ion recombination coefficient, y, is , generally 
- 	3 	1 ' assumed to have a value of about 10 7 . cm .sec. -  . The value 
chosen was found to have little effect on the behaviour 0 
rate equations (1.1). The reasons for this are ' disbilssed by 
Le Levier and BranScomb (1968). 
The electron-ion recombination coefficient on the 'Other 
hand is perhaps the most .illIpOrtant single parameter of the 
rate equations. It was believed that dissociative recombin-
ation 
proceeded much faster than other electron-ion recombination 
processes and so it is frequently called the "dissociative 
recombination .coefficient". Since the discovery that heavy 
Positive ions ) Predominate below 90 Km this term may prove 
to be a misnomer. 
The recombination coefficient occurs in three forms 
in the literature, as d, in 10 and in deff . aeff has been 
estimated from the time varying behaviour of the ionosphere 
and 4.5 from steady state 'conditions. Estimates of these 
parameters are summarised graphically by Atm (1968) and . 
by Jacobs et al (1969). 
Estimates : of d 'can pe made by examining t][1:e,  hi 
altitude trend of 'their figures... They .V.arT over a range :1 	• • 	- . 	• 	.• 	- • - two orders at magnitude; from 10 8 . . cm. 3  sea. -1  . 
	
-3 	-1 . 	to 7 x 10 cm. sec. 	. 
• More recent estimates have placed a at greater than 
10 -6 cm. 3 sec.. 	and Shaw, 1965). 
Thus the controlling parameter of the lower ionosphere 
is among those for which estimates are least reliable. 
Estimates of its value are intimately related to estimates 
of ion pair production rate and are discussed again in 
section 1.5.2. 
1.5 Ion Pair Production 
1.5.1. The Nitric Oxide Problem. 
The direct sources of ionization in the daytime 
are solar x-rays, solar ultraviolet radiation and, at 
latitudes. Particles from 'the magnetosphere. 
The bulk of the ultraviolet radiation from the 
in the form of Lyman -a radiation (X 1215.7 A) from 
hydrogen. The flux contained in the Lyman -a line is 
comparable with the integrated flux of the remainder of the 
-solar ultraviolet spectrum. The absorption cross Section of 
N2 in the u.v. region is very small and so 0 2 is the main 
absorber of solar u.v. in the earth's atmosphere. By coinc-
idence, 02 has an exceptionally small cross section at 
almost exactly the frequency of Lyman -a forming a "window" 
which allows Lyman -a radiation to penetrate deep into the 
atmosphere i.e. down to 70 Km or so. 
Nitric oxide is present in this region of the atmosphere 
and has a high ionization cross section at X1215.7 A. Thus 
trace quantities of this Molecule can give rise to relatively 
- Varge numbers of electrons and NO+ ions. The altitude profile 
of NO between 70 and 80 KM and the flux of Lyman -a radiation 
are crucial in determining the ion pair production rate in 
this region of the mid-latitude daytime ionosphere. 
Early estimates of NO concentration derived from hypo- 
thetical D-region reaction schemes using laboratory measure-r; ments of 
- 
5 rate coefficients implied concentrations of 10 to 10 cm 
which in turn implied ion pair production rates of the order o 
-3 	-1 ion pair cm sec (Mitra, 1968). However rocket measur- e- 
ments at NO dayglow by Barth (1966) and Pearce (1969) gave 
- much higher values ranging from 4 x 10 7  cm -3  to 1.7 x 10 8  cm 
Which should give rise to ion pair production rates, q,of the order 
-3 of 10 cm 	sec ' . 
These more recent estimates of q place a further strain 
on a . If attachment processes are neglected, a is required 
-5  to be as high as 5 x 10 cm 3. sec in order to explain the 
observed electron density profiles (G. C. Reid, 1970). Even if 
these more recent values of NO concentration prove to be in 
error, our estimates of the ion-pair production rate profile 
would be unlikely to be restored to its old value. It has recently 
been shown (Hunten and McElroy, 1968) that excited 0 2 in the 1,6,g 
state can be 'ionized by Lyman -a. Measured concentrations of 
02, ( 1 A6. 0 indicate that the production rate of electrons from this 
source alone is of the same order as that derived from the 
higher NO concentrations; 
1.5.2. 	The 90 Km. Ledge and Water Cluster Ions 
G. C. Reid (1970) has pointed out the frequent occurrence, 
in rocket electron density profiles, of a 'ledge" between 80 and 
- 
90 Km in altitude. The ledge consists of an increase in electron 
density by about an order of magnitude with changes in height of 
one or two kilometres. - Such a sharp gradient is difficult to 
explain in terms of ionizing electromagnetic radiation since the 
production rate profile must fall off with decreasing height at 
, a rate determined solely by the scale heights of the ionizing 
and absorbing species. . Molecular and eddy diffusion seem to 
preclude such large gradients. 
— In the same height interval Narcisi and 13ailey using . 
rocket borne mass spectrometers found a similar ledge in 
the positive ion composition of the ionosphere. Significant: in 
their findings was the unexpected predominance of positive: ions .  
of high molecular weight below the ledge believed to be water 
cluster ions, H. (H2  0) + . G. C. Reid (1970) explains the n 
existence of the electron density ledge and of the anomolously. 
low electron concentrations below the ledge in terms of an 
enhanced ability of the more complex water cluster ions to 
recombine with electrons. Cons , equently a will be higher than 
previously supposed at these levels. Reid uses the empirical 
rocket data for electron density and an ion pair production 
rate profile computed from the high NO figures of Barth to 
compute an height profile for . He finds 0, to be 5 x10 '7  
-5 	 - above 87 Km and about 5 x 10 cm 3  sec 1  below this height. 
He excludes the possibility of attatchMent processes 
contributing significantly to electron loss near 80 Km. this 
assumption is based on a negative ion reaction Model derived 
from that of LeLevier and Branscomb (1968) in which 0 2 is the 
dominant negative ion at this height and is destroyed by 
associative detatchment with 0 almost as soon as it is formed. 
He does not seek to explain the abrupt change in positive ion 
composition at the ledge. 
Hunt (1971) has constructed a model based on the reaction 
scheme of Ferguson and Fehsenfeld (1969) which predicts height 
variations in H3 0
+ and H 0 2 similar to those observed by + 5 
Narcisi and Bailey. He does not take diffusion into account. On 
the other hand Hesstvedt (1968) and Bowman et al (1970) using 
H20 and 02 reaction schemes (they ignore ions and NO completely) 
have shown that ledges in neutral constituent concentration 
profiles predicted by multiple reaction schemes are altered but 
not smoothed out by molecular and eddy diffusion processes. 
1.5.3 Ionization by Particle 'Precipitation 
, 
There is a growing body of evidence that electrons 
precipitated from the magnetosphere provide a significant 
source of ionization in the quiet Mid-latitude D-region 
(O'Brien, -1962; 1964; Q'Brien.and . .Laughlin, 1963; 
Hultquist, 1964; O'Brien et al. , 165;1 Paulikas et al, 
Tulinov 1967; Fritz, 1968; Tulinov et al, .1969; Poterrira',and. 
Zmuda, 1970; Manson and Merry, 1970); Figures are 
available for total particle fluxes at energies above 40 KeV 
and upper limits can be placed on the ionization rates from . 
this source from N
2 
 night airglow measurements. 
However the spectra of the precipitating electrons 'are 
more uncertain. Manson and Merry (1970) consider a spectrum 
with e-folding energy of 15 KeV and particle fluxes of the 
3 	-2 	- 1 order of 5 x 10 cm sec (for E 	KeV). Such .4 spectrturr. 
would create a peak in the ionization rate near 90 Km and a. 
ledge near 80. Km. Potemra and Zmuda on the other hand 
consider power law spectra with exponents around 3.3. Such 
particles would penetrate deep into the D-region, down to 60 KM, 
without creating any ledges in the production rate profile. 
Precipitating electrons With spectra slightly softer than 
that used by Manson and Merry, i. e. with about 5 to 10 KeV 
e-folding energy, would be capable of giving rise to a ledge in 
ion pair production rate at similar heights to the one distussed 
above. 
1.6 Relevance to High Latitudes , 
It may be asked : what is the relevance of the discussion 
in this section of mid latitude phenomena when high latitude 
phenomena are the subject of this work? The answer lies' in the: 
fact that nearly all that is known about the D-region is _ known only for mid and low latitudes and must be extrapolated 
to higher latitudes; many of the processes must be the same. 
Of greater significance is the possibility that the sudden 
decrease in cluster ion concentration at 88Km may be brought 
about by an increase in precipitating electron flux above 
this altitude and by the increased proportion of N 2 ions' 
which would be produced. The reactions which lead from the 
formation of simple positive ions such as 02 and NO to 
water cluster ions are not fully understood and the Possibil-
ity exists that such reactions might be suppressed or 
inhibited in the presence of higher free electron densities 
or higher N2+ densities. If this is so it suggests that the 
water cluster ion-high a profile discussed above may not be 
appropriate to auroral zone phenomena which are controlled 
by particle precipitation to a greater extent. 
SECTION 2. 
D-region Model 
2. 1 Small Perturbations 
Hitherto there seems to have been little - discussiori i.n the 
literature of the response of the ionosphere to small, rapid. 
perturbations in q,  the ion pair production rate. The various 
proposed negative ion reaction schemes have usually been dealt 
with under steady-state or quasi steady-state conditions an 
time rates of change of ion densities have been nearly always 
equated to zero. 
The discovery of c.n. a. pulsations exhibiting a time 
asymmetry adds a new dimension, a new parameter to our 
• empirical knowledge of the D-region. Here we have small 
perturbations in cosmic noise absorption for which a relaxation 
time can be read directly from a pen recorder chart. The c.n. a. 
pulsations observed with fast response riorneters are fast; their 
rise times vary from 1 to 5 seconds. They are also small, their 
measured amplitudes are less than .4dB. Superimposed on 
backgrounds of greater than .5 dB. of absorption. 
To what extent are observed c. n. a. pulsations consistent 
• with know D-region processes? Can they be utilised as a dia,gnostic 
tool to glean additional information about this most complex 
region of the atmosphere? It is the purpose of this thesis to 
attempt to answer these questions. 
The obvious way to go about this is to construct a 
mathematical model of the relevant part of the atmosphere and to 
compare the sort of pulsation predicted by the model with those 
observed experimentally. Values of parameters used in th,e model 
• 	. 	, which give rise.to unrealistic results can thenbe eliminated 
and some of the uncertainties in our estimates.ofD-region-
parameters and processes can perhaps be reduced:.: 
2.2 .Complete'ReactiOn'SChemes 
Any complete reaction scheme would involve one 
differential equation for each species of positive or 
negative ion present. Many of these d.e.s. would be non-
linear (even for small perturbations) and would need to be 
solved numerically. The number of parameters needing to be 
varied in order to gain an insight into the dependence of 
the output pulse on them is likely to be large. 
For this reason it seems more reasonable to use a 
simplified model which includes fewer parameters. A model 
was constructed based on the Bates and Massey equations (1.1), 
as discussed in the previous section. These equations were 
solved numerically for N as a function of time for a number 
of discrete heights in the atmosphere using a suitable 
driving fUnctionq.7-q 
The resulting abSorption, pulse was then computed from 
N(t) using the Seri-Wyller .(1960)formuIafOrnon-:deViatiVe 
absorption. 
The question now arises: to what extent can the pulsat-
ions in q and N be regarded as small perturbations in that 
the rate parameters, a0,y,t5 can be regarded as constant 
during the course of a Pulsation ? The attachment rate 
-coefficient 0 is a property of the atmosphere and predicted 
absorption pulses are almost completely independant of-the 
value of y used in the model. The electron-ion recombination 
coefficient and the electron detachment coefficient remains 
to be discussed. 
2.3 Negative 'Ion Reaction Schemes 
: 	The .Charge 'Transfer: Matrix:::- 
Consider equation (14) of Le Levier and Branscomb(1 968 ). 
dNi 
dt 
= K N - 
rixi - Kb °3 = 
P3 x3 - (m103+ [021 
2 )), 
etc. 
where X. 	is the ratio N. IN where N. is the number .  
density of the ith species and r i is the loss 'rate for this spedies: 
Multiplying each equation by N, the electron density, we have 
- Kbo3N =0 
r2N2 - 1(3 0 N3 - K ON5 - Ka (02) 2 	=0 
etc. 
These equations describe the quasi-steady-state 
situation. The dynamic situation is arrived at by simply 
replacing the zeros on the right hand sides by -dNi/dt. 
= Ka (02 ) 2 N 	1(3 
dt 
etc. 
N3 . K5 0N5 -r 2N 
A complete model representing the behaviour of the , 
ionosphere in the presence of pulses in q would incorporate the , 
differential equations appropriate to each ion species, 
together with the d. e; for electrons similar to (1. la)) the charge 
neutrality condition 
positive ions. 
Since the ri include a recombination term, 
the equations (2.3) are nonlinear and, in general, would have 
to be solved numerically. •They can however be written as 
matrix equation. 
where N1 is here the number density of electrons, 
(1 < i Em) is the number density of the i th negative ion 
species and Oij is the loss rate of the i th species in the 
reaction 	+ X —› Nj - 	Y' (2.5) 
i.e. 
where K-is'the reactiorCi-ate. 
-.+ • For small pulses where: changes.irON can be ignored 
all the elements of 	are constant and 	isaproperty' 
of the atmosphere at any height Equation.(0•Can . then be 
solved for 1. 1\11 
The solution is 
:and it can be 
' form 
Here the matrix e B t can be given a precise definition 
- shown that its elements can be written in the 
where the k k are the eigen-values of the 
matrix i, d(see Apostol (1969),Chapter 7.) 
Thus ultimately the negative-ion dynamic behaviour of 
the "ionosphere depends on the eigen-values of the charge 
trnasfer matrix 
In practice it is scarcely worthwhile computing the 
eigen-values of ,133 since all of the elements of iBl are 
not known with any degree of certainty and most are, of 
course, strongly dependant on height 
2.3.2 	DetachmentCoefficient Variability 
As mentioned in 1.4.2. only. 0, :0 2 and O3 ions.are 
, likely to suffer collisional detachment Or photo detachment 
at a rate expressed by .equation (1.14). The reaction 
schemes of Le Levier 
.-■ 
and' E0 2 	>> 
and Branscomb (1969) and of G. C. Reid (1970) indicate that 
at all heights for both day and night equilibrium conditions. 
Following LeLevier and Branscombt-in (1.15) - 
• k1 = 2 x 10 -10 cm3 sec 	= 1.4 sec. -1 
0 	 -1 k2 = 3.3 x 10 	sec. /02 = 0.4 
-10 	 -1. k3 = 10 ° 	cm 3  sec 	/0 3 = 0.01 
Hence K 2 	[0 2 3 is easily the - dominant term in 
the expression for 6 1 N - (1.14). 
Hence 
=K [0] [ 
Since the factor K [0] is a property of the atmosphere 
the way in which 6 varies with time and with q is entirely' 
•:dependant on how the ratio L0 2 7.1 IN .varies_. 
dependant on the detail of all of the reactions involving negative 
ions expressed by equation (Z. 4),.above. 
In order to get a rough idea of the . behaViour of this.ra.tio: 
with changes in q let us consider an abbreviated version of the 
negative ion reaction scheme of LeLesiier and Branscornb - (196.8). 
Negative ions in this scheme fall into three classes, 
with to experience direct detatchment of electrons by collisions 
atomic oxygen. Let their number density be N'a 
Attatclunent - detatchment species, OT and 0 2 
These ions are the only ones likely to be formed by direct 
attatchment of electrons to neutral molecules and the major ones 
- 
ii) Storage species, 0 3 - 1 CO 3 and C04 	aze . 
formed directly from 0 - and 0 2 - and can be converted back into 
0 - and 0 2 - * Lei their number density be N: s 
iii) terminal species, NO 2  and NO 3 . These are highly 
stable ions which are only removed by mutual neutralization. 
Let their number density be Nt . 
Let us assume that loss by neutralization is only 
significant compared with change interchange processes in the 
case of electrons and terminal ions. 
The system is described by the four differential equations 
- ct N+ - 5N + 	Na 
5N - 
dt 
= 	N - AN - s dt 	a 
dNt 	Ns 
dt 
in matrix form 
d- NS 
"dt 
.•t- r 
v i z : 
Where 	= 
0 , 
0 
0 	0f) 
We have assumed that direct conversion of attachment. , 
to terminal ions is small compared with other' processes. 
Equating the derivatives (2.8) through (2.11) to zero 
for steady state conditions we find 
Thus Na /N - 
The variation of•the .' ration in (2.13), (2.14),(2.15) 
with height in the quiet mid-latitude daytime ionosphere can 
oF 
be seen in figures (6)and(8) G.' C. Reid's (1970) PaPer,- . For 
small values of 
Below -about 80 
Subs tituting(2.. 13) through( 2. 
equation 
we have 
where A and B are independant of q. Thus Nt varies 
as the square root or cube root of q. the detatchment coefficient 
Thus s will not be al strong function of q for Small quasi 
equilibrium variations in q. 
For the non-steady-state case, where there is a pulse in.. 
q the time behaviour of N, N, N and N is dependant on the a 	s 	t 
eigen values of the matrix ( .13) in equation (2.12). It Can be: 
shown that these are real and negative implying that the 'behaviour 
of the pulse as it passes from one ion species :to another is 
"diffusive" i. e. the pulse will be smaller and more spread out as: 
it passes from species to species. Thus the time variation Of the 
ratio Na /N - is likely to be even less dependant on q for a short 
pulse than for a quasi steady state variation. 
2. 4 	Recombination Coefficient Variation 
The macroscopic electron-ion recombination coefficient, rt,. 
is a function of the positive ion composition of the atmosphere l and 
-a weighted mean of the individual recombination coefficients of 
each positive ion species. A large coefficient for recombination 
of electrons with water cluster ions has been postulated in order 
to account for the anomolously low electron content of the day,tirrie, 
mid-latitude D-region (see 1.5. 2.). The' question now arises as'to 
how strongly dependant is the proportion of water cluster ions, , : 
and.hence x , on the ion pair Production rate q and on rapid 
variations in q. 
The rate of formation of cluster ions would be expected to 
be proportional to the ambient positive ion density at any height. 
Let KN+ be the rate of formation of cluster ions with narriber .  
+ density C from such ions as NO , 02 , N2 with concentration 
N. Let rt canda D he the electron-ion recombination coefficients 
of the cluster ions and of the more slowly reacting ions respectively. 
The parameters K, r anda D are perhaps weighted means of 
' various reaction rates but this does not greatly affect what foliows. 
The following equation's describe the Steady state balance of 
electrons, cluster' ions and slowly recombining ions.. 
-positive ions balance 
0 	=. 	q 
cluster ion balance 
0 . ' = 
electrons: 
0 
..where r = ry N+ + a C+ )/N. c , 
N< a 	ac C 
where q is the ion pair production rate and N(= N + .+ . 0 ) 
is the electron density. Attachment processes are ignored for 
simplicity. Equation (2. 23) can be written: 
0 = q 	(11\1 2 
is the effective 
recombination coefficient. From (2.22) we have 
0= K(N-C+ ) - c C+N 
= KN 	N) C+ c. 
Thus 
a+ = KNRK + a eN) 
and C has a maximum value of Kia however large . the electron C,- , 
density may be. For small electron densities i.e. : for N << KAI 
C+ 	N i.e. nearly all the positive ions will be in the form Of 
water Cluster ions.. ' 
Substituting (2.25) in (2. 24)• 
a =,a 	(1 - C+ /N) + .rt• 
i.e . 
thus when 
and when 
Equation (2.25) can be rewritten 
K 	N C+ 	N(N - = 
-771- 
aa 
hence we can estimate K irt .by examination of the ion 
species density profiles obtained by Narcisi and Bailey (1965). 
At 85 Km the only known slowly recombining 'species is NO 
which makes up about ten per cent of the total positiveion . 
content of 6 x 10 cm -3 If we 'assume that all the other species 
are rapidly recombining we have at 85 km . 
rcd = 5x 
04 .cm. -3 
Similarly at 70 Km K/ = 1.6 x 10 4 com 	Electron -3 
densities of this order at these heights could give riseto 	n. a. 
of about 1 dB, e. in the range of the observed absorption 
background for c. n. a. pulsation events. That is for real events 
the condition 
K/( D N >K/c is likely to 
apply, in which case according to equation LZ. 26) (twill be 
strongly dependant on N and therefore on q. 
In a non-steady-state situation (2.2.1), 
become 
dN+ 
dt 
dC 
dt 
dN 
dt 
where S =s,(t) is the rate at. which cluster ions are. ,fO,irned 
• from other Positive ions.. S. 	 for the .quasi equilibrium • . 	 •. 
+ 	 '+ such intermediate SpeCie,s as:0 , s ' . 
(Ferguson, 1971). •To a large extent the production Of cluster ions 
in the course of a pulse will be decoupled:from the pulse in .N . 
For fast pulses S • will be almost constant and an increase in N 
will result in a negative value of dC /dt, a decrease inC and 
hence a decrease in CC. If G. C. Reid's high a cluster ion theory 
is correct rt is likely to be not only strongly q dependant but:alsO 
time dependant. 
For the moment however in order to develop the simple 
model based on the Bates and Massey rate equationS(L ....1 .)...vi 
will assume that ct, can be regarded as constant 
the atmosphere. 'We will return to this topic in 
experimental results in section 4. 
Z. 5 The Ion Pair Production Rate 
Z. 5.1. The Primary Spectrum 
The absorption of cosmic noise by free electrons in the •: 
ionosphere is dependant on the collision frequency, the rate at: 
which electrons lose energy by collisions with neutral moIeCules. 
The collision frequency is strongly dependant on height. Above 
60 Km the absorption of cosmic noise at 32.1 -KHz for a given 
electron density falls off by 1/e, for each 61 Krri increase in height. 
Thus in computing the absorption as seen from. the groun.d. 
brought about by a pulse of ionizing radiation entering the top of 
the atmosphere, the height at which the absorbing electrons are 
created is of crucial importance. 
Equations (1.1) are non-linear which implies that the shape 
of a pulse in N will, in general, depend on the backgroun,d.value 
situation since cluster ions are likely.:to be formed. from N 
N2 + and 0 + by a series of three or four reactions involving 
of N itself. Furthermore at least one of the parameters of (1.1), 
13 is strongly dependent on the height. These features indicate 
that the size and shape of a pulse in absorption computed from a 
pulse in q will be strongly dependent on the height distribution 
of the pulse in q and on the height distribution of the background 
ionization profile on whioh the pulse in ci is superimposed. 
The association of c. n. a. pulsations with fast bremmstrahling 
x-ray pulsations and with luminosity pulsations in the IBC 1-2 
range (Appendix I) indicates that electrons precipitated from the 
magnetosphere over quite large regions (Appendix II) are 
responsible for pulsations in ion pair production rate, q ( h, t , 
which in turn yield the observed absorption pulsations.. The 
height distribution of q ( h a t) will be a function of the energy 
spectrum and angular distribution of these dumped electrons. 
Observation of preCipitating electrons during both active 
and quiet auroras by means of rocket borne electrostatic 
analyzers (Chase, 1970) indicate that their spectrum consists of 
two parts which are almost unrelated viz. (i) a region fromiKeV 
to 10 or 20 KeV which is flat during a quiet aurora and develops 
a strong peak when the aurora becomes active and (ii) an 
exponental tail above 20 KeV with an e-folding.energy of from 
3 to 5 KeV which, is relatively unchanged during large changes' 
in the flux in the low energy component..... 
Since c. n, a. pulsations or associated phenomena were 
not reported during this particular experiment these spectra can 
in no way be taken as representative of the electrons responsible 
for c. n..a. pulsations . Since c., n. a. pulsations are. observed 
largely in the mid-morning hours when the spectra of 
precipitating particles appears to harden (Ansari, 1964:,; 
Bewersdorff et a1,1967) their e-folding energies maY'be much 
larger than this. Nevertheless we will adopt thecOncePt 0 
a two component spectrum i.e. one that is flat from 1 to 
KeV with an exponential tail above 10 KeV. The e-folding 
energy of this tail and the total flux of electrons will be 
the only variables associated with the spectra used in the 
model. The precipitating patricles are assumed to be iso-
tropic over the downward hemisphere. 
2.5.2 	Bremmstrahlung Ionization 
A number of workers have investigated the transport and 
energy deposition of electrons in the atmosphere (e g. 
Chamberlain, 1961, Rees,1963,1964; Kamiyama,1967; Walt et a 
1967; Berger et a1,1970; Catchpoole,1970). Their orientation 
has been largely towards the computation of auroral luminosity 
profiles and intensity ratios. At the time of commencing this 
project only Fees (1964). and Kamiyama (1967) had paid much 
attention to ,ion-pair production below 80 Km where photo-
ionization of airby the bremmstrahlung x-rays created by 
the precipitating electrons becomes predominant. Both of 
these authors' computed iOnization profiles for an exponential 
spectrum of primary electrons with e-folding energy of 5 kaw 
and their results should be directly comparable (i.e. compare 
Fig.5(b) of Rees (1964) and Fig. 4 of Kamiyama (1967). 
Unfortunately their profiles for bremmstrahlung ionization 
are quite different. Kamiyama's profile has a peak at 90 Km 
while- that of Rees peaks at 50 Km. This may be explicable 
in that Rees uses a spectrum of the form 
f (E ) dE o —E. exp (- 0/a) dE 0 
while Kamiyama's has the form 
f( £ 0 )d E 0 	exp (- E 0/a) .d E 0  
resulting in a much larger' flux of primaries below 5 KeV. 
we are concerned here with pulses. The equations (1.1) imply - that 
for sufficiently short pulses in with arn.plitudeAq , the corresponding s, 
increase in electron densityANrnay be approximated by' 
r 	q dt 	q At — 	o 
Despite this, the two spectra should yield similar . 
bremmstrahlung ionization rates deep in the atmosphere Whence 
only the higher energy x-rays can penetrate because of the high 
photoelectric absorption cross-section of air below 10 KeV.. At 
a height of 50 Km Rees predicts an ionization rate three orders 
of magnitude less than the peak rate due to impact ionization 
while Kamiyama predicts a bremmstrahlung ionization rate a 
this height which is six orders of magnitude less than his impact 
: ionization peak. 
This discrepancy in estimates of bremmstrahlung ion pair 
production rates at 50 Km is of some significance. For a 'given 
electron density, N, the absorption of cosmic noise,at 32 MHz is 
about three orders of magnitude greater at 50 Km than at 105 Km 
where the impact ionization maxima lie. Thus if the electron 
density were to be proportional to ion pair production rate the 
situation described by Rees would imply a degree of cosmic noise 
absorption at 50 Km greater than that at 105 Km due to impact 
ionization, while Kamiyama's curves imply a degree of c. n. a. 
due to bremmstrahlung which is n.egligably small. For Steady 
state conditions the electron density is certainly,nOtproportional 
to the ion pair production rate since we have 
etp 
and N/ is likely to be so large at 50 Km 
that N can be neglected whichever value of q is correct. , However : 
Thus for transient phenomena there is a degree of 
proportionality holding between N and q which makes the 
discrepancy between the bremmstrahlung ion-pair production 
rates of Rees and of Kamiyama of utmost importance. If the 
former is correct the bulk of cosmic noise absorption 
occurring during a pulse of 5 Key primaries takes place at 
a height of about 50 Km, while if the latter's profile is 
correct, for the same conditions the bulk of the pulse 
absorption will occur at over 100 Km in height. 
Neither Rees nor Kamiyama take multiple compton 
scattering into account and both treat the compton scattering 
cross-section as if it were a simple absorption cross-section. 
For these reasons the ionization rate profiles produced 
by a variety of precipitating electron spectra were calcul-
ated afresh taking multiple compton scattered bremmstrahlung 
into account. The computor program for doing this is descr 
ibed in Appendix IV. The resulting 5 KeV profile resembles 
Kamiyama's profile much more closely than that of Rees at 
lower heights. 
The impact ionization part of the profiles were 
computed in a similar manner to those of Rees (1963). The 
height distribution of ion-pair production rate produced by 
spectra with e-folding energies of 5,10 20 40 and 80 KeV 
are shown in Fig. 2.1. 
The discrepancy between the profiles of Kamiyama and 
Rees can be attributed to the latter's incorrect use of the 
differential cross-section for bremmstrahlung production in 
equations (5) and (6) of his 1964 paper. His . equation (5) . was 
written 
5 
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Fig . 2.1. 
Ion - pair production rates calculated for unit 
fluxes of electrons in the energy range 1 keV to . 510.8k6V 
incident on the top of the atmosphere. Each flux was taken 
as isotropic over the downward hemisphere and as having-a. 
differential energy spectrum flat from 1 to 10 keV . and 
falling off exponentially with increasing energy 'for 
energies greater than 10 . keV..Each curve is labelled with 
the e - folding energy in keV. of thishih. energy tail. 
and should have been written 
Ph (k) dk = f omax 	(so' D 
Eomin 
since the cross-sections (E,,k) is given in Table 1 of the 
paper and computed from the empirical formulae of Kirkpatrick 
and Weidmann(1945) must be differential energy cross-sections 
not number cross-sections which diverge at zero. The 
bremmstrahlung flux computed using the energy cross-section 
incorrectly in this way will be spuriously high at highe 
energies yielding a much greater degree of ionization much 
lower down in the atmosphere than would otherwise be the case. 
2.5.3 	Some Reservations 
The assumptions made about ., the nature of the precip-
itating particle spectra and pitch angle distributions 
should not perhaps, be taken too seriously. The complexity 
and wide variability of spectra and pitch angle distribut-
ions observed in actual precipitation events have been 
demonstrated by O'Brien and Reasoner (1971). Discrepancies 
between predicted and observed ion pair production rates, as 
measured with rocket borne instruments, have been ,observed 
by Ulwick et al (1967) and attributed by them to the effects 
of auroral electric fields on the range of precipitatin 
particles. Catchpoole (1970) has demonstrated that quite 
small electric fields parallel to 13 can have a significant 
effect on depths of penetration, particularly for the lower 
energy particles. Nevertheless some assumptions must be 
made; the e-folding energies associated with the rate profiles 
of Fig. 2.1 can, at worst, be regarded merely as numbers 
characterizing the individual' members of a group.of.profiles. 
2.6 The Computor Model 
A computor program was written in Elliot 503 Algol 
to solve equations (1.1) numerically for N, for a pulse in 
q at various heights in the atmosphere from 50 to 160 Km 
for an assortment of values at the parameters a, f, y and 6, 
and then to evaluate the resulting riometer absorption as 
a function of time Since the equations are non-linear and 
the observed pulses are superimposed on a relatively 
steady background of absorption, some sort of steady back-
ground must be incorporated into the =del. The imizEmicm 
rate profile q(h,t) was taken .as 
q(h,t) 7 q 0 (h) 	aq(h) p(t) 
where 
	
	h iS the height in the ionosphere in Km., 
t is the time in seconds, 
q is the rate of background ionization, r 
due to electromagnetic radiation and to cosmic rays, 
Fb is the flux at the top of the atmosphere 
the steady background of Primary electrons with e-folding 
energy Eob, 
q(h,E0b0 in the ion pair Production rate at 
height h, due to incident, electron flux at the top of the 
atmosphere with e-folding energy ;313 , 
F is the peak top-of-the-atmosphere flux 
pulse of primary electrons with e-folding energy Eop , 
q(h,.E0p) is similar to g(h,E0b) but is the rate 
profile appropriate to the e-folding energy E op  of the 
pulse component of the primary flux, and 
p(t) is a function which describes the time variation: of 
the pulse in primary, electron precipitation and, provided it is 
symmetric and almost zero outside a certain range of t its shape 
is fairly arbitrary. For computing reasons, the following' function 
was Used: 
1.111111 
13 (t) 	- o.111111 
2 2 1 w t 
when 
and p(t) = 0 when Iti 31w 
where l/w approximates the half width at half maximPm 
of the pulse in seconds. 
The qr profile of Ogawa and Tohmatsu , (1966) to represent 
night conditions and the (low NO) profile of Mitra (1968) t 
: 
represent daytime conditions at intermediate heights. - The 
daytime profile of Watanabe and Hinteregger (1962)'was used 
above 110 Km and Webbers (1961) cosmic ray ipnization profile 
was used below 70 Km. For some runs the (high NO) profile of 
G. C. Reid (1970) was used at intermediate heights. It turns 
out that for even moderate absorption events i.e. for quite 
small values of Fb ' the q profile has very little effect on the r 
predicted pulse shapes and amplitudes. 
Programming q in the fo'rrn (2.32) made it possible 
examine the situation where pulses of precipitating electrons 
with one spectrum were superimposed on a steady background with 
an entirely different spectrum. since q ( h) anddoug (han represent 
different ionization rate profiles. In practice the magnitude of 
the background flux F was adjusted so that its 'contribution to 
the steady-state cosmic noise absorption after subtraction Of 
the q r 
component was equal to a predetermined level. This 
level of background c. n. a. was intended to typify that of the 
SVIA events during which c. n. a. _pulsations are observed: It 
was usually chosen to be either .5 dB or 2.0 dB of absorption. 
For each run a qo (h) profile corresponding to particular 
values of Eob ' Fb and q ( h) was specified together with 
values of a , , y and 6. The parameter 0. was taken as 
1.6 x 10-3° t °2] 2 icm7 3, sec: 1 throughout. The parameters . 
a and 6., usually height independant Were,: for some runs Made 
functions of height utilizing an Algol edit facility to insert . 
suitable procedures. The parameter F was varied for each 
successive integration across three or four orders of magnitude,. 
so as to adequately span the . range in which realistic absorption 
pulse amplitudes reSulted.. This was done for values of 
corresponding to each of the five profiles shown in Fig..2.2.. 
(These profiles were also used to determine q (h, E ) of coUrse). 
Equations (1.1) were integrated over a 10 'second iriterva 
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta process.whidh.has the 
advantage of either converging satisfactorily or diverging rapidly 
when it does diverge. A step length of 0.1 sec was usually 
sufficiently small. The integration Was carried out for heights 
between 50 and 160 Km, the height being incremented in 2'Kria 
steps. The variation in behaviour of equations (1.1) between'„ 
one value of h and the next was sufficiently small for the 
integration at one height to serve as a check on its neighbours 
against divergence and round-off errors. 
At each height the absorption resulting from the computed 
electron density was calculated at 0.1 sec intervals using the 
expression for longitudinal propogation of. Sen and Wyller (1960). 
Benson's (1964) Curves indicate that the error arising from 
using this expression for propagation paths which are not 
parallel to the magnetic field will be less than four per 
cent for three of the four antenna orientations used at 
Macquarie Island in 1969. Since the cosmic noise is 
randomly polarized and since the gyrofrequency is small 
compared with the operating frequency of 32MHz we may also 
safely ignore the gyrofrequency term in the Sen-Wyller 
expression. Thus the absorption in dB,a(h,t) at f MHz 
which takes-place in a 2 Km slab in which the electron 
density is N(h,t)cm -3 , and the collision frequency 
(h)sec. -1 will be given by 
.1153 x 10 6 
(.11) 	 C5(77)7(H) f - 
The function 
C5/2(c) =-r(7/2) - 4a E5 
is tabulated by Dingle, Arndt and Roy(1957). The collision 
frequency was taken as 
v(h) = 108exp (50-h)/6.47 
which fits reasonably well the observations of Kane(1960) and 
Phelps and Pack(1959). 
The absorption values computed for each value of h and t 
in this way were summed over the entire height range and the 
background absorption subtracted to yield the absorption
pulse, a(t), which would be observed by a fast response 
riometer. 
Curves of "specific absorption" i.e. of the function 
.1153 x 10 6 
(h) = 	>' (h) 	'5 C 	(dBKm-1/(elect "/2 °
are given by Lerfald et a 
(1969). 
a(h,t N.(h,t) (2 . .34) 
The background absorption, Ao , isgivenI by 
Ao N (h) p.(h) dh 2.38) 
where No is the steady background of electron 'denSit 
Equation (1.9) . was solved l'or:k.which:wassubStitUt .e 
'(1.8) toobtainNo (h). :'.- The:.Value -OfHqused 
given by the term in parenthesis in (2.32).. 
The computed absorption pulsea(t) was thus an 
approximation to the functibng(t) where . ' 
a ( ) 
where. N h t) is the solution of 
SECTION 3  
C. N: A. Pulsations - Model Prediction's 
3. 1 	The A-t. Diagram 
3. 1. 1 	Rationale 
The integration of equations (1. 1) was carried out in. the , 
manner described in the previous section. There are a 
considerable number of Possible combinations Of parameters Which 
were used, leading to an almost unmanageable number of predicted 
absorption pulsations. Some of these are shown in Fig. 44: 
for comparison with observed c. n. a. pulsations. It can be seen 
that the pulsations obtained from different combinations of 
parameters are quite similar in appearance; the only features , , 
which vary to any extent and the .amplitude of the pulsation aid 
the slope of the relaxation part of the pulsation. The 
characteristics Of the pulsations obtained by integrating (1: 1) can, : 
then, be surn.marised and displayed•in terms of two 'quantities: 
If the .equations (1. 1) were linear the shape of the absorption 
pulse would be independant of its magnitude. Large• pulses would 
have proportionately steeper slopes. Where the pulse in q is 
short compared with the decay time, the shape of the relaxation 
part of the absorption pulse would be exponentialand a time - 
constant could be calculated by merely dividing the relative 
absorption a(t) at tithe t by the negative slope at that time 
= -a(t) / L. (t) 
a(t) i,. e. 
(3:1 
: 
In practice the observed pulses are usually too noisy, to 
make detailed measurements Worthwhile and it is simpler' td 
define a "relaxation time", 't , as 
A /(â)max  
i.e. the amplitude of the pulse above . background, A, divided 
by the maximum slope. T has the advantage of being a 
quantity which is.independant of system sensitivity. 
Owing to the non-linear terms aNN and N _ N+ . in (1.1 
T will only be constant with pulse amplitude for small 
perturbations. in N and will decrease with increases in N.- 
and hence in A. The most convenient way of summarising the 
characteristics of both the predicted and observed c.n.a. 
pulsations is to plot relaxation time, T, versus pulse 
amplitude, A. Of particular interest in the theoretical case 
are the graphs of vs. A for 
(i) 	Pulse precipitation spectra of constant e-folding 
energy and varying top-of-the-atmosphere flux(i:e. constant 
E 	and varying F in (2.31).) op 
and (ii) pulse precipitation spectra of constant flux and 
varying precipitation energy (i.e.constant F p and varying 
E 	in (2.31)). op 
3.1.2 	General Features 
Fig. 31 shows such an A-T diagram. The solid . lines 
represent situation (i) above and are labelled with their 
respective values of E 0 in KeV. The filled circles represent 
the situation (ii) above corresponding to a primary top -of-
the-atmosphere flux of 108 electrons cm 2 - sec 1  (integrated - 	. 
over the downward hemisphere and over energies of from 'l KeV 
to 510 Key.) 
The following features are of interest 
(i) as we would expect, 	is almost constant for 
small values of A and decreases with increasing A, 
(ii) for small values of i, the slope decreases as 17 
becomes comparable with the width of the pulse in q 
iii) in the region of interest i. e. between. 04 and .0.4 dB 
T is almost independant of A i.e. the equations can in fact be 
regarded as linear, 
) for constant flux, pulse.absorption A increases With - 
increasing e-folding energy, as the More energetic spectra . 
create more secondaries and create them lower doWn in:the . 
.,=atmosphere where the collision frequency is ; higher.. 
v), for constant flux, increases and then decreases.With 
increasing e-folding energy. As the primaries become: 
penetrating they achieve atmospheric depths.of increasingly 
longer relaxation time until a turnOver point is reached and 
This subject.  relaxation time decreases with decreasing height. 
will be discussed further in section 3.2 
3. 1.3 	Effect of Background 
Comparison of Figs. 3. 1 . , 3. ,and 3.3 reveals the effect 
of absorption background on the A 	curves. ' The 80 Key curve 
. is almost unaffected while the effect of background variation 
on the softer spectrum curves is quite large. 
-c is reduced by a factor of about 5 as the baCkground 
increased from zero to 0.5 dB and by a factor of:about 2.5 as it 
increases from 0.5 to 2.0 dB. Most of the observed e. 
pulsation are superimposed on backgrounds which lie in the 
• latter range. 
Only the relaxation time is affected; A/F , the 
absorption-flux sensitivity is almost independantof background 
for all of the spectra. This is true throughout - a given flux of 
primaries with a given spectrum always yields rod.ghly the same 
• absorption pulseajiplitdde. The only parameters Which greatly.  
01 	 01 	 1 .0 
Fig. 3.1. 
A-T diagram for c.n.a. 
following parameters: 
recombination coefficient, 
attachment coefficient, 
ion-ion recombination coeff. 
detachment coefficient 
e-folding energy of background 
event background absorption 
= 2 x 10 - cm3 .sec - 7 
-3 	-1 0 =1.6 x 10 m2  sec " 3 	-1 y = 10 cm .sec .) -1 6 = 0.4 sec •) 
5 k.eV., Eob = 
Ao  = 0 dB. 
The curves are labelled with the e-foldink.energy 
of the pulse spectrum,E0p .The filled circles indicate the. 
-8 	- 	-1 locus of a 'constant flux F0  of 10. electrons cm %.sec .  
at the top of the atmosphere. 
01 
Fig. 3.2. 
As for figure 
• background,A0 = 0.5dB 
a = 2 x 10 -7 
0 = 1.6 x 10 -3° m2 
y = 10 -7 
6 = 0.4 
Eob = 5 keV 
Ao = 0.5 dB 
T sec 
Fig. 3.3  
As for figure 3..2but with event background 
absorption, Ao = 2.0 dB 
0 1 
.Fig. 3.4  
Computed A - T diagram, showing effect of a. 
Parameters are the same as for Fig. 3.2 but with a = 
Fig. 3.5. 
Computed A - T diagram showing the effect of a height 
•• 	 • dependant a, i.e. 
= 5 x 10 -7 for h > 87 km. 
a = 5 x 10 -5 for h < 87 km. 
The other parameters are the same as for Fig. 3.2. 
T sec 
Computed A-T diagram showing the effect of a harder 
background spectrum (E = 20 key) and a dissociation co- 
efficient, 	 - i ient, 8, which is a function of height.. Parameters are • 
- 7 a = s x 10 above 87 Km 
• a = 5 x 10 -5 below 87 Km 
= 1.6 x 10-30 m2 
= 10 -7 
• = 10 [02 	[ N - ] 
where {0 21 and [N1 ae. the concent‘ration of 0 .. . 
and of • 	' negative ion respectively and are taken from 
G. C. Reid 1970. 	Eob = 20 keV. 
Ao 	= 0.5 dB. 
T sec 
1000 
1 0 
1 
01 • 0.1 
Fig. 3.7 
As for figure 3.2 but with a= 
night- time conditions. 
affect the absorption-flux sensitivity are the e'-folding energy 
of the spectrum (i. e the shape of the q (h) profile) and the' 
half width of the pulse.. 
	
3.1.4 	Effect of changes in 	and :o 
Figures 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 show the effect that variations 
in a; have on the A - T :curves. Increasing ct by an order bf 
magnitude decreases "C by a:factor of 3 or 4 for soft parent 
spectra but does not greatly affect the curves for harder 
parent spectra. If a. is made a function of height in a manner 
which approximates Reid
)
s (1970) profile of a' then the 
resulting curves are quite complicated (Fig. 3.5). Note 
i; 
there is a considerable reduction in the spread in S which now 
only varies between about 7 and 14 seconds for a wide spread in 
parent spectral hardness: Fig. 36 shows what happens when 
the background spectrum e .-folding energy is increased from 
5 KeV to 20 KeV and the detatchment coefficient is made a. 
function of height in accordance with a colliSional detatch.Ment ' 
model of the atmosphere. The relaxation time has become a 
decreasing function of spectral hardness and the spread in 
is still small. 
An A - T diagram for nighttime conditions when 
collisonal and photodetatchi-nent are almost inoperative is shown 
in Fig. 3.7 for which 6i,was taken as zero. Comparison with 
Fig. 3.2 reveals that, this time, the soft parent spectra curves 
are unaffectedbut the harder spectra curves have been lowered. 
T has been reduced by a factor of 3 for the "80 K V" curve. 
3. 1. 5 	Effect of other Parameters 
;- 
Two other elements which may be thought likely to affect 
the integrated pulse relaxation times are the value of the ion-ion 
recombination co-efficient y and the radiative ba.ckground , of ion-pair 
production rate, i. e. whether a high or low snitric oxide profile 
is used. It was found that an order of magnitude increase'in 
from 10 -7 to 10 -6 Cm 3 sec -1 caused at most a fiVe per cent' 
increase, in ¶, , while changing the background radiative 
ionization component, q (h) , from a low to a high nitric oxide 
profile had no discernible effect on the relaxation times of pulses 
superimposed on ' a .5 dB background. 
Before we can discuss these features of the A - diagrams 
further we need to devise an approximation formula for the 
relaxation time. 
3.2 An Approximation Formula for 
3.2.1. 	Existing Formulas 
The numerical integration of equation 1.1 for small short 
, pulses in q makes it possible to check the validity of the various 
approximation formulae for 'r which have appeared in the 
literature. 
Appleton (1953) derived the expression • 
e- 1/2qN 	 (3.3 
whereat is the lag between the pulse in electron density N and 
the pulse in ion pair production rate q. The formula 'Which is 
usually used to estimate Tis 
1  
T 2 a 	N elf 
or = •  eff N • 
wherect ef .s the effective recombination cpefficient"J . 
,X 
a + Xy ) 
Relaxation time as 'a furiCtibri of height for a sr-hall Pulse 
" 	• can be obtained directly from the CornputOr program used to 
compute the a - ¶ diagrams of .Figures 3. 1: to 3. 7: : In practice.: 
the background conditions and parameter valiies:pertainink.•id: ' 
. 	 , 
Fig. 3.2 were used and the q- pulse used was that •Corres4Oiiding': 
7 	 •;-2 to a peak flux of 10 electrons . cm 	'sec at the top of the 
atmosphere with spectral e-folding energy of 80 keV.' The 
relaxation time at any height was taken as 
T(h) = . - N(t) d ) /( 	Nt 
L0 - 
by analogy with equation (3. 1). Here 4, N is the .variable . 
component of the pulse in N and to  was taken „as the 
dN was a maxi -- 	 mum. • dt 
Fig. 3. 8 shows the profile of T(h) obtained in this Wa 
(circles) compared with the profile of T using equation (3'. 5): 
• 
Values of background electron density, N, and negative ion- 
	
, 	o 
electron ratio X used to derive the latter are also shown. 
3. 2. 2' 	Unwarranted Approximation 
It is obvious that the expression in 3. 5 for T is quite : 
inadequate. The maximum Value occurs 20 Km too low and is 
more than an order of magnitude too large. 
The reason for this inadequacy is the inaccuracy of an 
approximation often used in connection with the rate equations 
(1. 1) . The substitution X = N IN is made and the equations 
become 
dN = 
dt 
and 
.... 
.............. 
..... 
......... 
................. 
Fig. 3.8  
A comparison of pulse. relaxation .time, T, a function 
of height derived during the integration of the rate equations 
(1.1) (circles) and that calculated: from the currently 
accepted approximation formula 
= 1/2 et; ff . N . (continuous 
The dotted and dashed lines show the values of background 
electron density N and negative ion-electron ratio 	resp-' 
ectively. The parameters have the values given \ for 2. 
The s' profiles are those for a ptilse peak, flux of 10 7cm. "' 2. 
sec -1 with an e-folding energy of 80 keV. 
Km 
As for Fig. 3.8 but-tusing the improved formu a for Ty 
viz: 
T = I/ 't(le N+0) ie -ate
• ^, I/ (2 a No 4- •34) 
where te = 2.7 sec. was chosen so as to give the best 
fit of the approximation formula to the points derived by 
integration of (1.1). 
The approximation is then made 
dX 0 
dt 
and the last term is dropped from the equation for dN/cit. 
small pulses where N is almost constant', the coefficient of N, 
(a, +Xy ) N, will determine the time constant. 
However numerical integration of a pulse under the 
conditions outlined above reveals that dX/dt has a value' at 
-1 	 -1 70 Km which varies between -.14 sec and ,.+077 sec 
during the course of the pulse. Since the background vajties. of N and•
at this height are 540 cm -3 and .127 cm sec respectively -3 
te rm N (d X /dt )'. 	is certainly not small_compared witb::cf,r 
and the approximation is by no means valid. 
3.2.3 	A Height Profile of Relaxation Time 
In order to arrive at a, better formula fort let us consider 
what happens after the cessation of a pulse when .q has resumed 
its background, value of q. Let N , N N be the background 
o o 
(steady state) values of electron, negative ion and positive ion 
density respectively. Consider the "relative slope", tu, -the 
•reciproCalof . T, : at time:t.o . when q 	00 
dN 
= .(aNN+ ON - - 6N 7 ' go )1 46I N 
t (riNN+ • •I\I : 7 6N - ) - (alloNo+ - + 
rt(NN+7 N E741-1_ 
, 	 .201. 	 • AN: 
• 
•Ehe, 
q. 
At heights where attatchrrient is negligable and the firSt . terM: 
is dominant N = N and N 	N 
Hence 
Es- 2 a No+ 	.0 - 64AN -/AN • 
for .small pulses in N 
• with • -6 .NT 
The solution of (3..10) is 	• 
rit . 
• N - = No - e -ati) + et,  ,1  o 0NeP t. 1 dt e 
`'. o. 
At heights where attatchnient in the dominant :process 
dN- 	. 	• 
• dt--- 
since the term 	7 'yNN+ 	• will'be..smali compared • 
t 
- Let N(t) • =AN(t) + No 
-then
N- 	:= No - e-Oto• 0 A N ot 041 e 5N e -•Otip  . 
• — 	.. 
	
-ot o r 	• 0 sb,Ne.6 
- 
since Nr .c.; 7- 0N0 /6 
The pulse is assumed to commenceat the instant: 
Hence 	AN = e t .  $11 N (t ) 
LN(t) rises from zero at t=0 passes through a maximum and 
falls slightly to its value 6N(t 0) at which dN/dt is 
maximum. The numerically integrated pulses are similar in 
shape and show little variation in the value of t o which 
occurs close to the maximum in 81 . Let us define anneffective 
pulse time, te , such that 
and T(h) = 
( (N+ -1-.N0t).+ $P -6 te . 
1/(2aNO + 	e76te) 
rto . 
, t07te 
Then we have 
aNto ).6:t 
aN - = a 6N(t0  ) e'. 51tO. (e 6 .tP • 
= N(1. e-6te). 6 
w(h)= a(Nt + Not)•
a(Nt 	N t) 	0 . 
1 • 346 )1 
The approximation 2 1\0 = N4- 4- Nt can be made because the pulse 
is a small proportion of the background and because this term 
only predominates at heights for which X is small i.e. where 
the electron density is equal to the positive ion density. 
The parameter t e can be found empirically by examining 
numerically integrated pulses. It will presumably depend on 
the half width of the pulse in q and on the shape of the 
pulse. The half width of the pulses in q used in the program 
was .904 sec. A value of_t e equal to three times this was 
chosen, which gives 
e -(Ste = .34 for 6 = 0.4 sec. -1 
A profile of T using this expression is shown in Fig. 
3.9, together with the"empirical" relaxation times from Fig. 
3.8. The good fit below this maximum indicates that t e is 
remarkably constant for a wide variation in t. 
The dotted curve is the profile of T for an infinitely short 
pulse. Even this profile fits considerably better than t 
profile of Fig. 3.8 , . 
3.2.4 	Absorption Pulse Relaxation Time 
To derive the relaxation time for the absorption purse 
itself from the height profile of relaxation times consider 
the absorption pulse amplitude A. 
Differentiating (2,39) 
a = fa N 
0 
Let us assume that the maximum in .N ,occurs at _a time 
which is independant of height. 
.4Pm 	. 1 11 - (A )max 	(1 , J 'max 	d h 
 
ra (h) N(h). 11 0 h o 
(h) A (h) .cf h 
For the absorption pulse 
• 	 w(h) A d h = 1/T = - max  A 	/A = .° ra 
J o 
db • 
Thus w is the mean of the height profile in w(h) 
wighted with respect. to the pulse absorption profile, Since 
,T for the absorption pulse is an harmonic meanof :the hei 
profile t(h) the peak in T(h) will tend to be lost in the 
averaging process and the mean value of T(h) will be, in 
general, much smaller than the peak value . of the:profile. 
The pulse absorption' as a function of height A(4) 
(3.20) can be estimated using the .approximation of (2.31),I.  
A d h 
For frequencies above 30 MHz and heightS above 
we have 
and (3.20) becomes 
= 1 T 
i.e. the reldxation.timejof :the absorption pulse is , 
weighted by the Profile in . :the'pulse in ion pair 
production rate and the collision frequency. 
3,3 Interpretation 
An appreciation of the various features of the A - 
diagrams of figures ,3. 1 to 3.7 now become possible in terms 
approximation formulas developed above: 
The maximum of 17 as a function of efOlding .energy 
is explicable in terms of the Maximum in T(h) inherent in 
the formula (3. 16).. The sensitivity of the soft spectra 
A- T curves to changes in rt 'and in background 
• and of the har'cispectra A-T curves to changes in 
can also be understood. 
In the expression for T(h) 	(3. 16), both terms 
the denominator are strong functions of height. For most 
, 
background spectra the electr
7
on density decreases rapidly,  
below the maximum while 	increases rapidly with 
decreasing height. The maximum in ¶ (h) occurs near . 
where the two denominator terms are equal elsewhere either 
one or the other predominates. Hence that region of the• 
curve, T (h) , above the maximum in Fig. 3.9 is controlled 
by the a (No+N) term, while that below is controlled by i3e -45te ,. 
the second term. Thus absorption pulsations brought about 
by less penetrating particles, i.e. softer spectra, are 
controlled by 2aN0 and are independant of 
	
0 and 
while for harder spectra the reverse is the case. 
The small spread and low values of 't 	of Figure's 
3.5 and 3.6 become understandable when we examine the 
corresponding height profiles T (h. ) shown in Figures 3.10.and 
3.11. The discontinuity at 87 Km in these profiles is, of 
course, due to the discontinuity introduced into a (h) at . 
this height. As the .e-folding energy of the primary spectra' 
increases an increasingly large fraction of the tAci(h) 
profile lies below this ledge and so T 	decreases with 
increasing spectral hardness in Fig 3.6, in contrast to the 
• single peaked 	T profiles of the simpler models of Figs: 
3.1 to 3.4. The spread in T as a function of spectral 
hardness has been reduced because the spread in T(h) 
itself has been reduced and averaging with respect to A (h). 
reduces this spread even further. Conversion from fr (h) 
to T (E0 )Where E0 is the parent spectrum e-folding energy-. 
involves convolution of w(h) with the 	. q(h,.E0 ) -curves..• 
of Figure 2.2 according to equation (3.21). Convolution is 
a smoothing process and as such reduces the range of a 
function. The degree to which this happens depends upson 
the "width" of thd convoluting functions. If the height 
thickness of the q profiles of Fig: 2.1 were to be reduCed, 
the range in ¶( E0 ) would Correspondingly increase. , 
All that remains is to compare the behaviour Of the 
c.n. a. pulsations predicted by this model With ih.at 
observed experimentally. 
Fig. 3.10 
Height profiles of T calculated using'equation 
(3.16) with a as a function of height. 
(i) Curve "p" - T profile for a photodetachment model 
in which 8 = 0.4 sec. The paramenters are the.same as those' 
quoted for Fig. 3.5. 
(ii) Curve "c" 	T profile for a collisional detachment 
model in which 
a = 10. [021/[N] 
The otherparamenters are the sames . for curve 113": 
h Km 
120 	 
100 
80 
................. .... ...... ...... . 
	. 
60 
1 	I I 11_, 
10 
	
100 
sec 
Fig. 3.11  
Height profiles of 'r using (3.16). The 'parameters,.. 
are those quoted'for Fig. 3.6. The dotted CUrve represents 
the attachment ..- detachment part of the formillaifor - T 
viz the function l/ exp 	6 te ).. It can be seen that 
this part of the expreSsion for s T has little effect above. : 
75 Kni. • 
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SECTION 4  
C. N. A. Pulsations 	Experimental_ObserVationS4 
4.1 Observed Pulsations_ 
Examples of chart recordings of c.n.a. pulsations can 
be seen in Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. In Fig.4.1(a) quasi-
periodic pulsations were detected in the west and south 
antenna beams simultaneously with the occurrence of more 
sporadic and longer relaxation time pulsations in the north 
and east beams. Both types of activity are common although 
their simultaneous occurrence within the range of the four . 
antennae is not. 
Fig. 4.1(b) illustrates an example of a much more 
confused type of activity in which pulsations appear to be 
superimposed one on top of another. Fig. 4.2 shows a much 
simpler and more readily scalable type of pulsation activity 
in which discrete pulsations are superimposed on a relativ-
ately steady background of absorption. . 
Fig. 4.3 shows in greater detail some c.n.a. pulsations 
taken from the same event as those in Fig. 4.2. Pulsations 
predicted by the model are shown in Fig 4.4 for cOmparison. 
The predicted and observed pulsations are similar in shape 
although the observed pulsations appear to have more linear 
leading edges than those predicted. The small periodic 
"pulsations" of about .4 sec. period are not real but are 
due to tape recorder "wow". 
The times of occurrence of c.n.a. pulsation events 
observed during the summer months of 1969 ar,el summarized in 
Fig. 4.3. The ordinate represents the number of one hour 
time intervals during which c.n.a. pulsations were obServe 
The dotted histogram shows the number of intervals which 
contained pulsations of scalable quantity. The pulsations 
were always superimposed on a background of absorption which 
varied between 0.5dB and 4.0dB in magnitude and which was 
usually less than 2.0dB. These events observed with a 
I. 	• 
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Fig. 4.1. 
Chart records of five minutes of:*.c. n a pulsation 
activity 
(a) one of the events of 12th March, 1969 shotqing 
different types of activity in different parts of the sky. 
Fig. 4.1  
(b) an extremely complex event which:occurred:.Orf 
7th March, 1969, 
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Fig.42. 
(a) Part of the "simple" event of 15th January .1969:.; 
showing big discrete "scalable" pulsations. - 
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(b) Conventional riometer record of the event of which 
(a) is a part. Some of the larger pulsations can be seen 
on this slow riometer record. This S.V.I.A. event is typical 
of events during which c.n.a. pulsation activity occurs. 
Fig. 4.3.  
.(a) Some larger c.n.ao pulsations shown on an 
expanded time scale. 
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Fig. 4.3  
(b) A group of observed C.n.a. pulsations which snow • 
very clearly the tendency of smaller pulsations to 
have faster decay times. 
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The combination of model parameters leading to each pulsation 
•are shown together with the relaxation times as defined by 
(3.2) 	 Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.5  
Histogram summarizing the times of occurrence of c.n.a. 
pulsations observed at Macquarie Island in the first three 
months of 1969. The ordinate represents the number of 
occasions that con.a. pulsations were observed in each one 
hour interval of the day. 
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conventional riometer would be classified 
events. 
4. 2 	A - T Diagrams for Observed Pulsations. 
Scatter diagrams of pulse amplitude versus relaxation 
time were plotted for c. n. a. pulsation events for . 
comparison with the predicted - A - T curves of the previous 
section. The amplitude, A, of the pulsations was measured 
as the height of the leading edge of the pulsation and the 
maximum slope of the decay tail was determined by means of 
a graticule. The amplitude, A, could be measured to Within 
,-)maxe to within + 20%. , about .02 dB and the slope 	 Thus (A 
the error in 'r for a .1 dB pulse will be about thirty percent. 
T is defined as above as -A/(A) max and is independent of the 
amplitude sensitivity of the riometer. On the other . hand, A 
is dependent on the sensitivity of the system and this becomes 
important when we consider the case where the region of 
precipitation giving rise to the pulse does not completely 
cover the .antenna. The observed amplitude will then be less 
than the "true!! value, ie, that observed with a theoretcal 
antenna of infinitely narrow beam. Fortunately, the region 
of impulsive precipitation is likely to be larger than the 
region covered by an antenna (Appendix-III) and So the maximum 
value of A observed over a number of pulsations is likely to 
be close to thestrue value ie; the largest pulsations tare 
likely to be those which correspond to a complete coverage 
of the sensitive part of the antenna beam by the pulse of 
primary electrons. Thus in an A - T diagram of a number of 
observed pulsations, the relationship between pulse absorp-
tion per unit area and T is depicted by the high A edge of the 
scatter diagram since antenna geometry effects can only reduce 
the observed value of A and do not affect T in any systematic 
way. 
4. 3 	Proportionality of A and T. 
An A - T diagram plotted for the event of 17/3/69 was 
plotted and is shown in Fig 4. 6 - each point represents 
the relaxation time and amplitude of one pulsation The most 
striking feature of this scatter diagram is the obvious 
positive correlation between -A snd T; larger pulsations have 
longer relaxation times. This is in direct contradiction 
to the simple assumption about the ionospheric time constant 
viz. 
1 
2 
which implies that T should decrease with increasin 
N and hence with increasing A. 
The event scaled to produce the scatter diagram of Fig. 
4. 6 was quite a complex one (see Fig. 4..1b). The pulsations 
are superimposed one on top of another and it is possible that ., 	• the positive correlation of Fig. 4. 6 may, in fact, be a 
spurious effect introduced by the scaling process. In order 
to avoid such problems the five "best" eventS Of Jan t 
March 1969 were -chosen and scaled. The term "best7 is use 
in the sense that many of the pulsations were discrete from 
one another and were superimposed on a steady background 
(e.g.Fig. 4.2). Pulses superimposed on the decay tails of 
preceding pulse's were not scaled. 
The resulting A - T scatter diagrams are shown in' 
4. 7 through 4. 11. A positive correlation between A. and T is 
apparent in all five cases. The high-A edge has a positive 
slope as well, excepting in Figs. 4. 8 and 4. 9 which show 
interesting maxima. 
Of the six events whose pulses are plotted in Figs. 4. - 6 
through 4. 11 only one occuned when the ionosphere was in 
darkness, the event of 26/1/69 (Fig. 4. 9). All of the other 
events discussed here occurred after ground level sunrise. The . 
scatter diagram of Fig. 4. 9 does not differ radically from the 
•0 1 
Fig. 4.6  
Experimental A-T diagram plotted for the event of 
17th March 1969 9 a section.of which is displayed in Fig. 
4.1 (b). The ordinate of each point represents the relax-
ation time of a pulse, T, as defined by (3.2) while the 
abscissa represents the amplitude of the same pulse,A. In 
practice, A was measured as the sheight of the leading edge 
of the pulse. 
Fig. 4.7 
Experimental A - T diagram for the event of 15th 
January 1969, the event shown in Fig. 4.2. 
Fig. 4.8  
A - T diagram for the event of 18th January 1969 
T sec 100 
10 
-01 
Fig. 4.9 
- T diagram for:the event of 26th January,1969. 
This event occurred at n 

Fig. 4.11  
A - -c diagram forth? event of 14th March, 1969. 
others suggesting that attachment - detachment processes are 
of little importance. 
The range of values taken by the relaxation times is of 
great importance; they range from less than two seconds to 
almost 30 seconds. No pulses with relaxation times exceeding 
30 seconds were observed in any of the records obtained ' 
during the three successive summers in which fast response 
riometers were operated at Macquarie Island. 
4. 4 	Interpretation. 
There are two possible explanations of the major feature 
of the experimental data;ip.z of the tendency for relaxation 
time to be in direct proportion to pulse amplitude. They are 
(a) an interpretation in terms of a mixture of positive 
_ ion species with widely differing recombination rates, 
and (b) an interpretation in terms of differing depths of 
primary particle penetration from pulse to pulse. 
4. 4.1 A Two :- Ion Theory. 
Consider equations (2. 28),,(2. 29) and 0. 30). It is 
intuitively obvious that over a range of values of N and C 
the time constant for N will be controlled by the quantity 
1/a 0C since we are assuming that a c»ap. It is also apparent 
that, if the decoupling hypothesis holds and s = constant, 
increases in N will bring about decreases in C and hence 
increases in the time constant for N. 
Putting this in another way: the number density of 
rapidly reacting cluster ions will control the rate at which 
electrons are removed from the atmosphere while the cluster 
ion density in turn depends on the electron density;. Larger 
pulses in q and hence in N will cause a depletion of cluster 
ions - fewer cluster ions lead to a slower removal rate for 
electrons. Thus larger pulses would have longer time constants. 
Fquations (2. 28) and (2. 29) were integrated numerically 
with aci = 5 x 10 - cm3 sec. -1 and a c= 5 x 10 -5 cm. 3 sec. -1 and 
q = q' +Aq .13(0 . 
where qo = 1000.cm-3 sec -1 . 
Values of K/a cranging from .1 to 10 cm -3 and of AcC of 
from 10 to 10 5 cm-3 sec -1 were used. Unlike in the previous 
model, no height integration was performed and attachment 
effects were neglected. The equations were intended to typify 
conditions at about 80 km during a moderate absorptionevent 
with a similar proportion of heavy positive tons present to 
that observed by Narcisi and Bailey (1965). The results from 
a sequence of integrations are shown in Table 4. 1. The time 
constant T is defined as above 
(equation) 
Table 4. 1. 
K/a = 1.0 cm -3 
.(10 = 103 cm-3 sec -1 
'No = 5 x 10 3 m.-3 
= 1.0 
2 
Aq(cm sec -1 ) 	N(cm) 
102 153 
103 	1.57 x 
104 1.75 x 104' 	49.3 
105 1.75 x 105 	12.3 	3.49 
It can be seen that T Can, in fact, increase with 
increasing absorption pulse amplitude. The relationship is 
square root one however; .T increases only threefold for a 
tenfold increase in A. Integration for variouscombinations 
' of K/a c , q o and t1/2 showed that, while under some circum-
stances there was no increase of T with A, where increases 
	
. 	•. did oCcur, they were never More thanthreefoldHforatenfOld. 
increase in A. 
• The shape of pulses in the range which has T increases. , 
with A can be seen in Fig. 4. 12. The pulses have two 
relaxation times corresponding to an initial rapid decay 
followed by a much slower decay. •The relaxation time of the • 
slower decay is given by 1/2aDN, while the steeper component_ 
of the slope is the one from Which T was actually calculated. 
It can be shown analytically that if ap = 0 the effect 
of a pulse in q is a stepped change in both N andC after 
which a new equilibrium is established. When a p is not zero 
but much smaller than a -6 there is a slow decay back to the • 
original equilibrium at a rate controlled by ap. 	• 
This simple model involving a constant (decoupled) 
source of rapidly recombining ions can be discounted as an 
explanation of the observed A - T relationship fort the.  
following reasons: 
(i) T cannot be made to increase rapidly enough with 
increasing Ai 
(ii) The increase in T with increasing A does not 
become significant until A is at least equal to the steady 
background inabsorption (unlike the observed pulsations); 
(iii) the predicted pulse shapes do not resemble 'those 
observed experimentally. 
Some interesting feature3of this analysis were that T 
is a strong function of the half width of the pulse in q and 
is also sensitive to the extent of the departure of the 
cluster ion concentration from its equilibrium value. 
• 	We cannot entirely rule out a multiple positive ion 
system as an explanation of the observed A - T relationship, 
since this model studied here was a highly simplified one, 
To continue this line of enquiry further we would need more 
information about the relative proportions of the various 
positive ion species and of the rate constants of the reactions 
by which they are formed and destroyed. 
Fig. 4.12 
Variation of electron density N as a function of time 
for the two-ion model described in Section 4.4.1. The 
pulses correspond to values of 8c1 of 2000, 4000 and ' 
8000 cm-3 sec -1 superimposed on a background go of 1000- 
cm-3 sec -1 . The respective relaxation times as defined by 
(32)are 18.0, 25.6 and 43.5 seconds. This apparent increase l.  
in T with 8N is due solely to the small region of steeper 
slope which occurs just after the peak in N. 
At the moment the observed positive correlation between 
absorption pulse amplitude and relaxation time is best 
explained in termsof variability of penetration depth of 
pulses in primary, electron flux rather than by a two ion 
theory. 
4. 4. 2 Variability in Penetration Depth. 
In Fig. 3. 2 the locus of pulses of constant parent 
electron flux and varying e- folding energy indicated by 
the filled circles has a positive slope of about .5 for 
the softer parent electron spectra. This slope is less than 
that of the experimental A - T diagrams. However, if the 
flux of the parent electrons were to be inversely related 
to their e - folding energy, the slope of their locus on the 
A - T diagram would be steeper and could be made similar to 
the trend in the experimental scatter diagrams. What is more, 
such a curve describing pulses of increasing e - folding 
energy and decreasing flux would pass through a maximum in 
a similar way to the points in the A - T diagram of Fig. 4. 8. 
An inverse relationship between intensity and spectral 
hardness has been reported by Barcus and Rosenberg(l966) for 
(background) bremmstrahlung X-ray spectra although the actual 
pulsation observed by them appeared to have consistently 
soft spectra. A greater than tenfold variation in e - folding 
energy from pulse to pulse would be necessary to yield the 
spread in T of from 1 to 30 sec. manifested by the observed 
c, n. a. pulsations. Such a large pulse to pulse variation 
in hardness would be very obvious on any multichannel recording 
of bremmstrahling x- rays. While spectral variations in fast 
x - ray pulsations have been observed with multichannel ' 
detectors by Brown and Weir (1967), the peak to peak variation 
was small. There could have been very little variation in 
energy spectrum from pulse to pulse. 
The essential feature which gives :rise to the 'increase in 
T with increasing spectral hardness is the bulge in the 
background profile of ion - pair production rate which peaks - 
at 105Km. This bulge brings about 'a similar bulge in the 
profile of steady state electron density, N, and a 
corresponding depression in T which is inversely proportional 
to N above about 80 Km (Figs. 3. 3 and 3. 0). Below the 
peak in q at 105 Km T increases with decreasing height and 
so succesively harder spectra achieving greater and greater 
penetration depths will yield increasingly large values T. 
It is not so much spectral hardness which is important but 
penetration depth. The rate at which ' T inCreases with incre-
asing energy of the primary pulse will be determined by the 
slope of the profile in q below its maximum and this in turn 
will depend on the hardness of background spectrum.' Soft 
background spectra will\give rise to T(h) profiles which 
vary rapidly with height. Small variations in the height of 
penetration of pulses superimposed on this background would 
then yield large variation in relaxation time It may not 
even be necessary for the 'e - folding energy 	or top - 
of- the - atmosphere flux to vary greatly. For a suitably 
soft background spectrum small variations in mean height 
of penetration due to variations in pitch angle or mean energy 
could bring about the relationships between A - T seen in the 
scatter diagrams of Figs. 4. 6 to 4. 110 
4, 5 	Relaxation Time and Recombination Coefficient. 
All but one of the 'experimental scatter diagrams show 
pulsations with relaxation times of 2 seconds or less. When 
comparing these scatter diagrams with Fig. 3. 2 (omitting 
Figs. 4. 6 and 4. 7 which had large background absorptions 
we see that the predicted relaxation times are about five 
times too large to account for obsenied pulseS; 
In Fig. 3. 2 there is the obvious tendency for ;relaxation 
time to decrease with decreasing pulse spectral hardness, One 
might expect to obtain relaxation times from the 'M'odel. of 
less than 2 seconds merely 135i:. choosing .-a'Sufficientiy soft 
primary pulse speCtrUM.:Fig:39.shows . that . 1Vsea6nds , iS 
the . minimum relaXation,tiMe'whichCan . be obtained With this 
profile. Spectra with e - folding energy less.:than . :5keTwould.. 
• 	 •. 	. 	• 
have maxima above the 105 Km minimum in T(h) and the pulse 
relaxation time would increase with decreasing spectral 
e - folding energy: 
This argument applies only to this profile and only 
to . small perturbations. In order to produce pulses with 
•relaxation times as small as those observed all that is 
required is that the electron density in the absorbing region 
be made sufficiently large. For a = 2 x 10 -7cm3 sec -1 and 
T =.1 sec, N would be required to have a value of 2.5 x 10 6 
•cm -3 . The specific absorption for 32 MHz at 105 Km is 
'6* 10 -8dB. Km-1 (el.cm-3 ) -1 and so the absorption per 
Kilometre due to this electron density would be about .15dB. 
The region of enhanced electron density would need to be 
confined to a strip 3 Km wide in order to yield height 
integrated cosmic noise absorption of .5dB. 
Fifteen kilometres higher, at 120 Km, the specific 
absorption is an order of magnitude less and the narrowness 
of the absorbing region is no longer a problem. It is 
•interesting to note that the peak in precipitation flux 
'observed near 6keV by O'Brien and Reasoner (1971) and by 
Westerlund (1969) would give rise to a peak in ion pair 
production rate near this height according to the rate 
profiles of Rees (1963). 	, 
Observations by O'Brien and Reasoner (1971) using 
spectrometers and differential energy detectors carried 
aloft by rockets measured auroral zone electron busts having 
complex energy spectr\a with strong peaks near 40eV and near 
6 keV and pitch angle distributions which were almost 
isotropic at some energies. The peak energy of the 6keV peak 
varied in time in a non-systematic way. Had fast response 
, riometers been in operation on the ground in the course of 
this rocket flight it seems almost .certain that some sort of 
c. n. 	pulsations would have been observed. Possibly they 
would have been the complex type of Fig. 4. 2 with amplitude' 
and relaxation time variability corresponding to the 
'variability in the 6 keV peak detected.by the rocket_instru-
ments. 	. 
Another possibility is that the recombinationcoefficient 
has a value larger than the one used:abOve...InCteasing a by 
an order of magnitude to 2 x 10 -6cm3 seC -1 has the effect of 
lowering the curves of Fig.. 3. 2 into the range_of::values . of-
T observed experimentally (Fig. 3. 4). This is a.rather'lligh 
value of a to use in the E-region where most experiments have 
lead to the adoption Of a value 2 x 10 -7. or 1es:s . (Mitra,'.1968) 
If we go a step further and use the height dependant 
values of a. due to G c. Reid (1970) <Figs. 3. 5. , 	. 
we find that there is .nOw insufficient spread InT to. account 
for the observations.. The reason for this is apparent when we 
examine height profiles of T for the given. conditions 
(Figs. 3.10 and 3. 11. ) - There'is a greater than tenfold
spread in ,T as a function, of height but taking the 14.eighl . , 
Mean of this .Withrespect - . to the purse.absorptiondistribution . . 
A(h).reduces this:spreadto that of Figs: 3.: 5.and . 3„::6... 
If the height spread in 	were to be reduced. by assuming 
a narrow region of ion pair production rate for the Pulses 
then T (h) would be a'veragedover.a smaller :. heightrange,. , the 
smoothing effect of averaging would be reduced and there 
would result a great-et-spread in .T as a function'Ofpritary* 
spectral hatdness.' 
• For the soft background case (Figs. 3. 5-and 3. 10) we 
are left with the same problem. The minimum in T(h)still 
occurs at 105 Km although its actual Valueliaa'beenteduced 
(in inverse proportion to a) to a value of 4 seconds Using the 
same argument as before, in order that T - be a small as one 
second, the electron density .N would need to . be . .10 6c0.. 
Such an electron density would bring about,...0 .6 dB per kilometre 
absorption of : cosmic noise at 105Km and the pulse region: 
would still need to be less. than 9 Km in width. For this 
harder background' (Fig. 	7(h) . has a minimum at 86.kM 
of 1.6 seconds but an absorption pulse with this relaxation 
time arising from this T(h) profile would once again need to 
occupy only a small range in height. _ To sum up, the relaxation times of less than two seconds 
exhibited by some of.the pulsations are explicable if either . ' 
(i) the height range of absorption is small, 
or 	(ii)the'recombination coefficient has a value greater . 	. than the Currently accepted value, a . .the . heights:concei-hed : : 
or 	(iii)the . pulse in absorption occurs at.gteaterjleights - 
than expected ie: above - 105 Km. f 
4. 6 	Relaxation time and Auroral Luminosity. 
Measurements of pulsations in auroral luminosity at times 
of c. n. a. pulsation activity yield additional information. 
Observations of the simultaneous ocCurence of 'the two . types 
of pulsations are described in Appendix I . The pulsations 
in luminosity at ). 4278 A were between 1 and 2 kR . in. 
amplitude superimposed in a background of 2kR. All-sky 
camera photographs indicate that, while the luminosity 
background was almost uniform over the field of view of the 
photometer, the patchy, diffuse . auroral forms superimposed on 
this background were quite vatiable. in shape and 'size and 
impossible to relate to the photometer record. This was only 
to be expected since. the photometer pulsations, occured on a 
smaller time scale than the one minute cycle time of the all-
sky camera. 
The c. n., a. pulsations recorded simultaneously varied 
from .02 dB to1.2 dB in amplitude and were superimposed on . 
a ,background which varied between .45 and '.65 dB. Their 
relaxation times varied from 1 sec. to 15 sec. There were 
four c. n. a. ',pulsations with relaxation times of less than 
two seconds of which three corresponded to light pulsations 
much smaller than average,, (although too much attention 'ought 
not to be given to this since the field of view of the photo- . 
meter differed from that of the riometets). An example is the 
light pulsation corresponding to the west betam C. la: a. 
pulsation occuring at 1406.05 U.T. in Fig. 4 of Appendix 
This quantitative luminosity data places further const-
raints on the alternative models suggested in the previous 
section. There are five such constraints, viz: 
and from equal iion 
T(h) 
where the zero subscript refers to the steady background 
the prefix a to the pulse amplitude above background of 
A, L, N and q, the absorption, luminosity, electron density 
and ion pair production rate respectively. The quantity,cr 
is dependant on the photon emission rate. If we assume that 
one photon at-,X 4278 A is emitted for every fifty ion pairs 
formed (Omholt, 1968) we have 
2x 10-3 Rayleighs.(cm 
- 11, —Which is a function of height, is the specific absorption 
in dB.Km-1 (cm- ) - . For an operating frequency of 32 MHz 
above. 60Km 11 is proportional to the collision freque.ncy. 
- and 
T(h) 
Then from.(4.: 
where pl. 
and at t = t 
density ' 
Let us further 
negligible in the 
assume that attachment processes are 
pulse absorbing region. Then 
There are, of course, an infinity of possible distrib-
utions of No , N and q which will satisfy equations (4. 1) 
to (4. 5) but.by using some approximations and inequalities 
we can reach some general conclusions about the event of 
12 March 1969. 
Firstly, let us assume that the bulk of the pulse 
absorption occurs within .a height interval (hi, h2) such that 
Since the pulse in N lags the pulse in 
since 
Thus 
For the pulses Of:the event. of 12/3/69 
1 dB/seC 
The specific absorption at 32 MHz has this value at 116 k 
We may conclude that the lower boundary of the pulse 
absorption region lay below. 116Y km, '  
Hence, 
Once again a limit can be placed, jointly, on the 
values of a and the "effective" width of the pulse absorbin 
region ah, this time by considering only the c. n.. a.. 
pulsation relaxation time and the accompanying level of 
luminosity. The minimum value of a/a h derived in this way 
is independant of height since the specific absorption, 11, 
is not involved. Even if the short relaxation time c. n. a. 
pulsations recorded during the event of 12/3/69 are 'presumed 
to have occurred in the E-region" the thickness of the - absor-
bing region would still need to have been small (ie: <10km) 
- 1 if a "conventional" value of - a of less than 5 x 10 7- cm sec 
is assumed. 
Of course, we cannot preclude the possibility, discussed 
in Section 2 that a may have a dynamic value which differs 
from its steady _state value. Also, during auroral activity 
the temperature of the E-region can attain temperatures in 
excess of 2,00,(0 °K 	.(Walker and Rees,1968). Such temperature's 
would no doubt have a major effect on a, changing its value 
by, perhaps, orders of magnitude. Nevertheless the temperatures: 
are not likely to be this high below 120 km and there is no 
_ justification at this stage for assuming a value for .a 
outside of the range of values reported in the literature. 
SECTION 5 
Conclusion 
5.1 An E-region Phenomenon. 
Fast C. n. a. pulsations observed in the southern 
auroral zone exhibit two unexpected properties which require 
explanation. 
(i) there was a strong tendency for the relaxation times. 
of the pulsations to increase with increasing pulse amplitude 
(ii) some of the pulsations had exceptionally short 
relaxation times, some -being less than two seconds- 
The original assumption, made when this work was comm-
enced, was that the pulsations in cosmic noise absorption 
took place in the D-region i.e.: below 100 km in height. . 
Following other workers (Eather and Jacka,1966; Hultqvist 
1964,1965,1966; Bailey 1968) it was assumed that absorption 
was brought about at these heights by the ionization produced 
by the high-energy,exponential tail of the primary electron 
flux. This view was supported by the simultaneous observation 
of c. n. a. pulsations and fast x-ray pulsations of greater • 
than 25 keV energy. 
Height profiles of ion - pair production rate for primary 
spectra with a variety of e-folding energies were determined 
and the relaxation times of the resulting absorption pulses 
were computed via the Bates and Massey (1946) rate equations 
(1. 1) for a variety of rate eqv_ation parameters and primary 
spectra, In no case were the relaxation times predicted by this 
model as small as some of those observed experimentally even 
when the large,.height - dependant values of the recombination 
coefficient deduced by G. C. Reid (1970) were used in (1. 1). 
The model can only be made compatible with the observations 
if it is assumed that, for the fast relaxation time pulsations, 
- 	- 
the absorbing region is either thinner or higher than was , 
originally assumed or if the recombination coefficient has - 
values higher even, , than those proposed by G. C. Reid. 
Comparison with auroral luminosity pulsations s 
recorded simultaneously with c. n. a. pulsations on 12/3/69 
indicated that the short relaxation time pulsations observed 
on that occasion were compatible with the accompanying level 
of luminosity if the bottom of the absorbing region lay below 
1 luminosity resulted in an upper limit'being placed on the 
quantity a/Ah of 4x lb -8cm3 sec -1Km-1 once again implying 
that the effective height width of the absorbing region 
is relatively - small let of the order of ilOkm or less for 
"conventionalr values of a'. 
Thus all-of the available evidence, both that obtained 
from the D-region model based on equation (1. 1) and that 
obtained from .pimultaneous observationsof auroral luminosity 
leads to the conclusion that the height ,width of the pulse 
absorbing region is small, of the order of 10 kilometres or 
less. Such a small range in height of enhanced electrOn 
density implies one of two, things 
either (i) the ionizing primary flux iwas nearly mono-
energetic and nearly monodirectional 
or (ii) a mechanism was operating whereby ionization 
created by the primary ele ctron flux was being stratified and 
compressed into a small region the wind shear theory of 
sporadic E comes to mind. - 
We cannot exclude alternative al) / just as we cannot 
p6git1.vely exoWde the possibility that a has values eveti 
.higher than those deduced by G. C. Reid., The Simplest 
alternative is c(i) however, 
( Examination of Fig. 3. - 11 indicates that an absorption 
pulse with a half width of>,of 10 km centred at about'84km is 
barely able to yield a suitably small relaxation time of less 
116 km. On the other hand, the low levels of accompanying 
than two seconds. Background spectra with e-folding eneigies 
either greater or less than 20keV will not be so fortuitous. 
This spectrum only gives rise to such a small value of T(h) 
because the peak in ion pair production rate coincides with -
the 87 km discontinuity in a. Harder spectra cause more 
ionization lower down where the collision frequency is higher; 
the background electron density necessary yield 0.5dB 
background absorption would be less leading to larger values 
of T(h). On the other hand, softer spectra give rise to 
maxima in N and minima in T(h) above the ledge where a is 
higher (Fig. 3. 10) 	` 
It appears then, that the pulse absorbing region is not . 
likely to lieTbelow 87km where a high value of the recombin-
ation Coefficient could be invoked to explain the short 
relaxation times. In any case, a thin layer at 84km would 
require a monoenergetic primary flux near 50 keV. Such a flux - 
has not been observed by means of rockets or satellites. 
If we are. to avoid the region of high recombination 
coefficient in seeking to explain the shorter relaxation 
times we need tolook at the E-region; above 105km. where a 
layer of enhanced electron' density of say 10 6electrons cm-3 
of thickness 10km will give rise to a suitably short:relaxa-
tion time but will not give rise to an unreasonably large 
amount of background absorption because of the lower .specific 
absorption at these heights. 
r. 	The picture which emerges, the simplest model to fit the 
observations l is that of an absorbing region about 10km thick 
wiith a lower border between about 105km:and 116km in height. 
Such a layer would be brought about by a:nearly . monoenergetic 
peak in the flux of primary electrons with peak energies in the 
range of from 10keV down to 4 keV. The short relaxation time 
pulsations would be brought about by an -intensification of 
the peak itself, while the longer relaxation time pUlsations 
would be brought about by a broadening or movement of the peak 
towards the high energy end of the spectrum. 
Alternatively, we can conceive of a relatively stable 
peak with pulsations in primary flux superimposed upon it. 
If these flux pulsations approximate the energy of the back-
ground the resulting absorption pulse will be rapidly decaying . On the other hand, flux pulsations with energtes higher than 
the background peak will penetrate to greater atmospheric dept] 
and give rise to greater pulse absorption but the absorption 
pulses will have longer relaxation times because of the smalle 
ambient electron densities at these depths. 
Pulses in -primary \flux with energies on the high side 
of an energy peak in the primary background flux would in this 
way give rise to c. n. a. pulsations whose relaxation times 
increase with increasing amplitude. Pulses in primary flux 
with energies less than the background Teak should give rise 
to c. n. a. pulsations which show the opposite effect. That 
such an effect is not observed is hardly surprising when one 1 Considers that the small fast c. n. a. pulsations have ' amplitudes of 'only .02 dB. The resolution of the fast response t riometer would need to be improved before we could expect 
to resolve pulsations on the low energy:side of such a back-- , 
ground peak. 
Quasi-monoenergetic, non-isotropicIpeaks in the primary 
electron flux in the energy range 1 keVito 10 keV have been 
observed by means of rocket borne differential energy detectors 
by a number of workers (Evans ) 1968; Westerlund,1969; Chase,1970 
O'Brien and Reasoner 1971). Furthermore sudden shifts in the 
position of these peaks with a time scale of seconds have also 
been observedr(Chase ) 1970; O'Brien and Reasoner,1971). 
Surely we need look no further in seeking .an explanation 
of the occurrence and observed behaviour of fast cosmic noise 
atsorption pu1Sations. 
. 2 Further work. 
Much of the above discussion is tentative and circum-
stantial; not/enough information was available for it to be 
possible to draw any unequivocal conclusions. The obvious 
requirement is that fast response riometers, which are 'chea 
and easy to build, be operated in conjunction with sounding 1 rockets measuring the differential energy spectrum ;and pitch 
angle distribution of the primary particle flux. Once a 
relationship between c. n. a. pulsations and shifts or pulses 
in the primary spectrum becomes more firmly established - 
a good deal of morphological data becomes available. The 
spatial size and time of,occurence of the c. n. a. pulsations 
are known; all that is needed is to connect up c. - n. -a. 
pulsations with the precipitation phenomena for this data to 
provide us with more quantitative information about magnet- ; ospheric processes. 	1 
The smaller pulsations with the shorter relaxation times 
were those on which much 'of the above discussion was based. 
These pulsations are close to the resolution limit of the 
instrument. The resafing 'power of the fast response riometer 
needs to be increased and this can only be done by widening 
the bandwidth-. Unfortunately the sensitivity of the instrument 
to cosmic noise absorption falls off,aslthe square of the 1 
frequency and the intensity of the cosmic noise itself falls 
off rapidly wilth frequency as well. It would probably not be 
worthwhile widening the bandwidth to more than 40 MHz (ies fror 
SOMHz to 70 MHz in pass band).Even so this would result in a 
fivefold increase in amplitude sensitivity which would have a 
number of advantages, viz !. 
—Xi) 	relaxation times of the smaller pulses could be 
measured with much greater accuracy; 
(ii) 	Jt wQuid be possible to check to see if the 
relaxation times started to increase with further decreases 
in pulse amplitude below :,02 dB as suggested in section 5. 
and (iii) the detailed shape of an individual absorption 
pulse could be measured. Comparison with the detailed shape 
of the corresponding luminosity pulse might be made to yield 
a- height profile of electron density via the equations 
1 1 
Even with the existing instrument a number of fields are 
worthy of further study. gor examples 
(i) 	a more precise analysis of the relationship 
between luminosity pulsations and c. n. a. pulsations 
using instruments with similar fields of view. More stringent 
limits might be placed on the quantities a/iS.11 and 111 in 
equations (4. 10) and (4. 11); 
, (ii) 	a more detailed study of the relationship between 
c. n. a. pulsations and Pi 1 and Pi 2 micropulsations. The: 4 
hypothesis presented by Campbell (1970) to explain the observed 
time lags between micropulsations and luminosity pulsations 
in terms of the time of propogation of hydromagnetic waves' 
through the ionosphere could be tested. Awalternative concept 
could also be examined according to which the micropulsations 
are not propogated from the magnetosphere but are created in 
the ionosphere itself when fluctuations in secondary electron 
density create changes in :conductivity and hence in current 
. density in the E7region during a magnetic bay. A group of 
fast i response riometers with beams directed to different parts 
of the sky wouldcenable the position and Orientation of 
enhancements in electron density to be ascertained and their -, relationships to the micropulsation disturbance vector 
examined, 
a study of the relationship between the time 
structure of V. L. F. emissions and the time structure of 
particle precipitation. A reIhtionship between the intellsitY 
of V. L. F. emissions and auroral absorption events has alread] 
been established (Vershinin and Ponomarev 1966; Hayashi and 
Kokubun 1971; Payne 1972). k fast response riometer operated 
in conjunction with suitable V. L. F. receiving equipment 
would reveal whether a similar relationship exists . between 
the fine structure of such ewnts IA: do c. n. a. pulsations 
correspond to individual emissions such as risers or groups 
of risers in the dawn chorus? If so, then more quantitative 
data could be brought to bear upon the nature of the 
wave-particle interactions believed to be responsible for 
both V. L. F. emissions \ and some types of electron precip-
itation. 
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TIME LAGS IN THE AURORAL ZONE IONOSPHERE 
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Abstract—Fast response riometers were operated at Macquarie Island (invariant latitude 64°S) 
in conjunction with balloon-borne X-ray scintillators, a A4278 A photometer, and a loop for 
detecting micropulsations. .The pulsations in cosmic noise absorption (CNA) observed with the 
riometers were found to lag behind pulsations in bremmstrahlung X-rays, auroral luminosity 
and micropulsations occurring at the same time. These phase lags and the time asymmetry 
characteristic of CNA pulsations are shown to be consistent with the ionospheric rate equation. - 
• 
INTRODUCTION 	 • 
The relationship between electron density, N, and ion pair production rate; q, in the 
ionosphere in the presence of ionizing radiation may be described by the well known 
ionospheric rate equation: 
•dN 
di ,  1 + A 
where A is the ratio of negative ions to electrons and a is the effective recombination ed-
efficient. 
Equation (I) implies that there:Will be a time lag between changes in q and changes in N.. 
Appleton (1954).showed.that, to_the first_order,_the.L'ionospheric_time constant', 	given 	 
by 
.(2.) 
Brown (1964) dealt with equation (1) by considering the behaviour of N if Os a step 
function. Based on his • work Eather and .Jacka ...(1•966) computed, 7- 90.1 ,. the time 'taken. for .. 
the absorption of cosinic . noise.to 'attain 10 :•per'..cerit. of its equilibrium . value. folloWinga ••. 
sudden decrease in the intensity of the ionizing radiation -They,aisumed . that.both cosmic 
noise absorption (CNA) and auroral luminoSity...ivere .caused• by fluxes of . electrons..With: . ., 
exponential spectra precipitated into the ionosphere, from the inagnetosphete.. The CNA'.'• 
would be a function of N in Equation . (1) and . the: .lutninoSity•a, function . of .q. r941 ' • • 
depends on the spectral index of the primary electrons and .on..the parameters cc and . ;J . 
Eath.er and Jacka examined 30 fast recovery CNA . '06. 6 for 	•simultaneous
luminosity data were available In each case the iibmeter. itcoVery. rate : was limited either 
by the auroral luminosity dacay rate or by the instrumental 	They concluded that 
their experimental result r 90 ' < 31 sec for all of the events, implied that the speCtral:indiees . • 
of the primary electron' spectra were all less than 5 keV.. :They found that 'Peaks in lumi-
nosity and absorption were simultaneous to better than 5'sec, the time resolution of their 
instruments. 
Simultaneous pulsations in .CNA and aurora! luminosity have been observed by Rol -;. 
dugin (1967). He also placed an upper limit Of 5 sec Onany lag which may occur between . 	. 
the two phenomena. 	• " . 	. 	. 
. Holt and Omholt (1962) observed lags of from 4 to a-min but this result can more 
readily be attributed to large differences in the fields Of view of their instruments rather than • 
to a genuine consequence of the:rate Equation (1) (Eather and 'Jacka,1966 196 .3): . ,' 
959 • 
, 
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It will be shown in this paper that, by using instruments of sufficient time resolution, 
it is possible to observe time lags of the order of a second in the auroral zone ionosphere.. • 
The cosmic noise absorption pulsations observed with fast response riometers lag behind 
fast bremmstrahlung X-ray pulsations, auroral luminosity pulsations and micropulsations 
occurring at the same time. 
THE FAST-RESPONSE RIOMETER 
The time and amplitude resolution of a riometer (Little and Leinbach,.1958) are deter-
mined by the bandwidth and output time constant of the instrument.. In a conventional 
riometer the bandwidth is usually restricted to 20 kHz, in order to avoid interference from. 
broadcast stations and other sources.. However, in the fast-response riometer the band-',. 
width was widened to 1.4 MHz and the •output time-constant decreased from about 3 sec • • 
to 0.05 sec. The statistical fluctuation in 'output power was similar to a conventional 
riometer, about 0.05 dB. 
The riometer consisted of an antenna, a . low noise wideband radio receiver at 32 MHz. : 
centre frequency and output devices: a chart recorder with appropriate :d.c. amplifier and a 
frequency modulation system for recording the data on magnetic tape. The output from • 
the receiver detector was passed through a high-pass filter with a. time-constant of two 
minutes to eliminate the large, slowly varying component of CNA events. Time-calibration
pulses were superimposed on the record by.shorting.out a small, Constant fraction of the . 
signal in the receiver. Each antenna consisted of a broadside array of four half-Wave' 
dipoles suspended eight. feet above a conductive ground.plane. Their beams were tilted by 
using coaxial cable instead of open wires to interconnect the dipoles. The phase lag intro-
duCed by the velocity fattor of the polythene causes the beam to tilt through 300  from the 
vertical. 
As one would expect, the instrument has little long term stability and is subject to a 
good deal of interference from man-made sources.. Nevertheless, the interference is readily 
identified and did not occur for: more than 30 per cent of the time that the instrument Was • 
operated in the field. . . 
; Instruments of this type were operated at Macquarie Island (geographic 54.5°S, 159°E)' 
in the Southern, Auroral Zone during the summers of 1967, 1968 and:1969: 
OBSERVATIONS 
CNA pulsations 
, The most striking features of the records obtained were the trains of cosmic noise 
absorption pulsations which occurred in the midnight to noon sector (Reid, 1967; Yuan 
and Jacka, 1969). They Were frequently asymmetrical in shape, having a rapid onset and ' 
sloW decay and varied from 5 to 20 sec in duration. They were sometimes periodic for 
5-10 cycles with periods ,a 7-9 sec. 
The pulsations were usually superimposed on a steady background of absorption of 
I or 2 dB and had amplitudes of up to 0.8 dB. They occurred during SVIA events or late 
in the post break-up phase of auroral absorption. They were never observed during the 
pre break-up and break-up phase of auroral absorption events. These latter 'showed little 
fine structure which was not also discernable on a conventional riometer record. • 
Out of a total of 104 days of observation in the first three months of 1967 and 1969, 
CNA pulsations were observed . on 35 days. There were 55 events lasting more than 15 min 
of which 35 contained asymmetrical pulsations. 
; 	I 	' 
100 km 
N (Nog. • 
6d8, 
• 
Photometer 
• • Oietd of Vievi . • 
.. 	- 
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CNA pulsations and X-ray pulsations 
Various features of the CNA pulsations Such as their time scale and time of occurrenee 
suggest that they are associated Arith.the fast bremmstrahlung X-ray pulsations observed 
with balloon borne instruments. Early in 1969 a number of X-ray detectors Were flown by 
balloon from Macquarie Island in conjunction with four fast response riometers on the 
ground: 
FIG. 1. 3dB AND 6dB CONTOURS OF TWO RIPMETER BEAMS SHOWING WHERE THEY INTERS. k.CrED-
. •' • THE 100 km LEVEL IN THE ATMOSPHERE. , 
The dotted circle shows where the edge of the photometer field of View intersected this level. 
The North and South rionietet beams are nOt•shown.... 	• 
Each X-ray detector consisted of a Harshaw integral line 1 in. by 1 in Nal (TI) crystal.. 
mounted on a RCA 6199 phototube. The crystals were uncollitnateil and .all pulses cor , , 
responding to X-ray photon energies greater than 25 keV were Counted. The balloons 
floated between the 9 and 11 millibar levels in the atmosphere. ; 
The radiation patterns computed for two of the riometer antennas are shown in Fig., 1 ... 
The positions of the balloons were largely unknown, but it is Most likely that:they *ere 
between 100 and 200 kni away from the antennas when most of the events occurred. ThuS: 
the X-ray detector would have been looking at a region of the ionosphere outSide of the • • 
region covered by any of the antenna beams: 
There were 12 X-ray balloon flights of Which eight were successful, giving a total of . 
80 hr during 1969 during which X-ray and fat response 'riometer data were simultaneously: 
available 
During this time 16 trains of fast X-ray pulsations were Observed ! containing individual ' 
— - . 	• 
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pulsations with peak to valley ratios of greater than 2:1. These can be grouped intO five 
major events lasting mOre than twenty minutes plus four small isolated trains lasting only a 
few minutes each. Four out of five of the major pulsation events were accompanied by 
CNA pulsations observed from the ground. 
CNA pulsations in excess of 01 dB were observed on six occasions during the eighty 
liciurs when usable flight data was available. Five of these trains of pulsations occurred 
during the major X-ray pulsation events mentioned above. 
While it is apparent that the two types of events are associated there was little peak to 
peak correlation of individual pulsations. The best event in this regard, for which good 
- X RAYS 
A 
1749 OQ 	:10 	:20 
UNIVERSAL TIME 
.40• 	1750.00 
JANUARY 17 1969 
FIG. 2. A SAMPLE OP RECORD TAKEN FROM THE FIRST PULSATION EVENT OF 17 JANUARY 1969, 
SHOWING SIMULTANEOUS X-RAY AND CNA PULSATIONS. 
Absorption is increasing upwards: ' 
data were simultaneously available, was the first event of 17 January, 1969 when CNA -
pulsations occurred for 7 min in the course of an X-ray pulsation event. Part of this record. 
is shown in Fig. 2. Some peak to peak correlation with a time lag , is Observable without 
further reduction of the data. 
'The data from this event were reduced by the method of superposed epochs. The' zero 
• epochs were taken at the peak of all the west beam CNA pulsations larger than 0-2 dB . in • 
amplitude consistent with successive intervals not overlapping.' The restilt of superposing 
16 epochs is shown in Fig. 3. There is a significant peak in X-ray : intensity which occurs 
some seconds before the, maximum in the mean cosmic noise absorption for the 16 epochs. 
• CNA pulsations and aut:oral luminosity pulsations 
Pulsating aurora's are knciwn to exhibit at times a high degree of coherence with X-ray 
pulsations (Scourfield Etal., 1970; Rosenberg etal., 1967; Pilkingion etal., 1968; Petter-
sen et al., 1968). It seems likely that a similar relationship may be fOund between aurOral 
pulsations and CNA pulsations. • - • 
A photometer with; a .4278.A interference filter of bandwidth, 70 A Was operated in 
conjunction with the riometer§ between 8th and 13th March, 1969. The photometer had. a 
30° field of view and was pointed vertically- (Fig. 1). One would expect almo st all absorption 
• . • 
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• occurring within the field of view of the photometer to be detected by at least one of the four 
rioineters. 
The only clear nigh i during this time was the night of 12 March, 1969 when CNA - 
pulsations were observed in conjunction with pulsations in luminosity at 24278 A. March 
12 was a night of intense auroral activity. Following the breakup a an IBC III to IV 
aurora early in the evening at 1010 U.T. the sky became extremely confused. Pulsating 
arcs and patches were observed intermittently until 1420 U.T. when the sky clouded over 
completely. Auroral luminosity pulsations were recorded by the photometer. from 1357 to 
SUPERPOSMON OF 16 WEST 'BEAM ABSORPTION PEAKS 
TIME IN SECONDS 
Flo. 3. DATA FROM THE FIRST EVENT OF 17 JANUARY 1 969, REDUCED BY.THE METHOD OF SUPER-
. 	POSED EPOCHS. 
The error bars show 95 per cent confidence limits. 
1420 U.T. CNA pulsations Were observed from 1103 to 1110 U.T. and again from 1355 to 
. 1408 U.T. when the riometers stopped working because of interference from a local trans, 
mitter. Thus good simultaneous data were obtained between 1357 and 1408 U.T. 
The region near the zenith within the field of view of the photometer was initially 
occupied by a fragmented homogeneous band until 1400 U.T. when the band became 
series of irregularly fading patches (condition t a4 in the International Auroral Atlas). 
A sample of the photometer and tiometer records obtained during this event is shown 
in Fig. 4. A degree of coherence between the photometer record and the three riometer . 
records is evident. The data obtained between 1357 and 1408 U.T. were reduced by the!'" 
method of superposed epochs (Fig. 5). 
The lag of 2.5 sec between luminosity and absorption shown in Fig. 5 is similar to that: 
observed for the mean X-ray pulsation of Fig. 3, but the mean absorption pulse shows a. 
. greater degree of asymmetry. 
MODEL FOR THE ABSORPTION PULSE 
In computing the absorption of cosmic noise as a function of tinie, A(t), which wi4 
arise from a given height distribution in the iciiiization 'rate g(t, , difficulty Arises from the s :',' 
fact that Equation (1) is nonlinear. The pulse in electrondensity, N, arising from a given: 
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Flo. 4. A SECTION op THE RECORD OF THE EVENT OF 12 MARCH 1969, SHOWING THE SIMUL- 
TANEOUS OCCURRENCIVOF CNA PULSATIONS .AT!ID AURORAL LUMINOSITY PULSATIONS AT 24278 A.. 
• • 
FIG. 5. DATA FROM THE EVENT OF 12 MARCH; 1969 REDUCED BY SUPERPOSING 18 NORTH BEAM 
' ABSORPTION PULSES or GREATER THAN 01 dg AMPLITUDE. The tails show the 95 per cent. 
confidence limits of the mean in luminosity. 	f , 
, 
pulse in ionization will have a shape Which depends on the magnitude of N itself and ,hence 
on the magnitude of q. I Since q is a function of height as well as time the shape of the pulse : 
in N will depend on height in the ionosphere!, The ionospheric time constant impliCit in (1) 
and approximated to by (2) is a function of height. . 
' Nevertheless, it is possible to integrate (1) numerically for any small range in height in 
the ionosphere for which g will be substantially constant. When the Various pulses obtained 
in this way are summed over the whole of .ithe relevant portion of the ionosphere a' total
pulse will be obtained which is indopendant ofleight. the component pulses will need to 
be weighted by the collision frequency during this summation in order to .convert from 
electron density to absorption. • • • 
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Assumptions 
all have a common origin: viz, the impulsive precipitation of electrons from the magneto, 
sphere into the upper atmosphere. This Pulse of primary particles was taken as a ganssian 
It was assumed that X-ray pulsations, auroral luminosity pulsations and CNA pulsations 
function of time superimposed upon a steady background of precipitation. The ion pair 
production rate, q, can be expressed as 
• 	
i 	
(3) q(t. , h) = Fq0(h) [Exp B] 
where F is the amplitude of the pulse, q0 (h) is the height profile of ion pair production - rate 
fora steady flux of primary electrons, t is the time measured from the precipitation peak in 
secOnds, b controls the width of the pulse and B results from the steady background of 
precipitation. 
In practice b was taken as unity and B as 0.5 which yields a pulse of 2.4 sec half maximum 
width, with a peak to valley ratio of 3:1. The model pulse of q then resembles the fast 
X-ray pulses observed experimentally. 
Rees' (1963) curves were used for q0(h). 
,Using this function (3) for q, Equation (1) was integrated for N(h; t) by the foUrth order 
Runge Kutta process assuming 
= 2 x 10-7 cm3 sec-1 	and 	A = 0. 
The height h was varied in 2 km steps from 80 to 200 km and the integration of (i) 
carried out separately for each range of h. r 
'Finally the absorptidn pulse was computed using a modified Appleton-Hartree formula 
forinon-deviative absorption: 
A(t)\=-I 2.5CfN (h, )v(h)[(cti 
(4) 
:-.74 2.5C Nv dh 	since 	coL) ' 	> 
Where Cis the Appleton-flartree coefficient; wis the 	 co 
gyro frequency and where 	 • 	 • , 
	
. operating frequency; L is the electron 
i , 	 v '-`--- 1.5 x 106 Exp [ (h — 80)/68] ii 
	
' 	: 
was used for the collision l frequency. 
per cent (Sen-Wyller, 1960; Benson, 1964).. 
Since (.0 > 10v, the disparity between (4) and the Sen-Wyller expression is Jess than 5 , .• 
Because of the non linearity of (1) the time lag and decay time of N(t)and hence of A(t) , 
are functions of the amplitude of the pulSe. For this reason the magnitude of Fm (3) . was 
adjusted so as to yield an absorption pulse of 0.8 dB in ainplitude. 
The luminosity pulse 	 , 
Since the excited stat of N24- which gives iise to the 24278 A line it excited by C011isions 
, with primary and energetic secondary electrons and since the lifetime Of this state is of the 
order of microseconds, we can assume that the pulse in luminosity at 24278 A is proportional 
to q; the ion pair production rate. 
Thus the luminosity pulse .1,(t) will be given by 
1(0 = 2 x 10:-!8fq(;, h) dh (RayleighS) 
• 
•;) 
absorption 
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where we have assumed that 1 photon at A4218 A is emitted for every fifty ion pairs formed 
(Omholt, 1968). 
It should be noted that where a line is excited by low energy secondary or ambient 
electrons, the luminosity pulse will depend on N the electron density rather than q, and will 
show a similar lag and asymmetry to these predicted by this model for the absorption pulse. 
Predictions of the model 
The computations were performed for two exponential prithary , election spectra With 
spectral indices of 8.3 key and 3.0 keV respeCtively. The quantitative results are set out in 
Table 1 and the shapes Of the pulses are shown in Fig. 6.. 
. 	 :1. , 	• • 11 TABLE 1 
•1.. Spectral index 	- _.• 	. 	8.3 keV 	• • 3.0 key • 
	
Time lag of CNA pulse maximum . ' 1.3 sec • • 0.8 . sec • 
Value of luminosity maximum 	11.6 kR 	• 180 kR 
• 
15 ' 	sec: . 
Exp(-E0/3.0KoV.) 
Ii 
-3 	 5 	 10 	 15 	sec. 
• FIG. 6. THEORETICALLy DERIVED CURVES SHOWING THE PULSES IN ABSORPTION BROUGHT ABOUT 
BY A GAUSSIAN PULSE I IN ION PAIR PRODUCTION ItATE (q) FOR TWO EXPONENTIAL. PRIMARY 
SPECTRA. 
• , • 
The harder of the two spectra yield's an absorption pulse which is in good agreement 
•with the observations as summarised in Figs. .3 and 5. This time lag and asyrnnietry are of 
the :right order. For the 3.0 keV case, however, the luminosity maximum of 180 kR does 
not agree with observatiOns since CNA pulsations were not observed at .times of strong 
aurora. We Can assume that any absorption. pulsations which might result from pulsating 
primaries with this spectral index must be toO, small to be observable. • - 
1; 
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Limitation of the model i 
The model is intended as a first approximation and as such suffers from a number, of 
limitations. The parameters a and -A are certainly not independent of height although this 
approximation may be adequate above 80 km. The ionizing effect of bremmstrahlung 
X-rays at lower altitudes; has also been ignored. Although the number density of secondary, 
electrons derived from this source is likely to, be small, the weighting effect of the collision. 
frequency may be sufficiently large to Create 'a .sigiiificant amount of absorption at heights 
of 40 or 50 km. 
The time lag and asymmetry of the absorption pulse are quite strong functions of the 
baCkground term B in (3). In a real situation the background of primary radiation may have 
a Spectrum which differs considerably from that of the pulse. In addition the pulse itself 
may change in spectrum with time resulting in a changing height distribution in q. In 
either case a hardening or softening,of the X-ray spectrum in the course of a pulse Would 
be seen. Such an effect, has been observed, by Brown and Weir (1967). This model will . 
not hold when this is the case since Equation (3) will not be an adequate description of the 
. ionization pulse. 
!Finally, the area of the absorbing region is unknown and perhaps variable. However, ' 
the, high degree of coherence between pulsations observed by different riometer beams , 
indicates that most of the pulses are large compared with the separation of the 'antenna 
beams, i.e. of the order of 50 km or more across. (Compare East and West beams in Figs.. 
2 and 4.) Despite these, limitations the model predicts CNA pulsations which closely . 
resemble those observekexperimentally. A more sophisticated analysis, taking many of 
theabove points into account, will be the stibject of a further paper:, 
' 
CNA PULSATIONS AND MICROPULSATIONS ; • 	. 
if 
' During all but one of the 55 CNA pulsation events observed at Macquarie Island with 
. fast response riometers,marked inicropulsation activity occurred. The activity was always: 
.. of the Pil type characteristic of disturbed conditions in the auroral zone. . • rc 
In March 1967 a niicropulsation deteCtor consisting of a large air-cored loop, a d:.c: . r . aniplifier and an audio-frequency modulation system were used to record the vertical , 
cotnponent of micropullations on magnetic tape simultaneously with the output of a fast - 1 	 1- : i 
response riometer. On replaying the tape a sufficiently high time resolution could be 
obtained to enable a phase comparison to be made between CNA;pulsations and micro- • 
plifilsations. 	 c, 	, 
,During the 11 days in, which this system Was operating only two CNA pulsation events I : were observed. A sample record from the , event of 1 March j5  shown in Fig. 7. A t - 	 :1 ; marked degree of coherence between the two records is immediately iobvious. The event -,, 
. of 'S March was similar in character. ,-, 	 t 	 'N 	 , 1 The times between each CNA pulsation peak and the nearest peak in dZ/dt were ,.. 
.. measured and a histogram showing the distribution of these . lags is Shown in Fig. 8. The •  median lag was 1 sec: 'il 	 I 
I . 	 . 
Discussion  i 
Micropulsations of the Pit type have previously been observed in association with 
auriOrai pulsations (Victor,  1965; :Campbell , and Rees; '1961) and With 'N-ray pulsations .- 
' (MicPherron et 4, 1968) and so must be related to impulsive electron precipitation in Ithe 
early morning hours. It is ' hardly ; stirprisitig that they should be associated with CNA , . 
, . 	 ri I .. 	. 11 : i 1 
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MICROPULSATIONS 
1st March 1967: 
• 
RIOMETER 
    
1428 U.t. 
 
ABSORPTION INCREASING 
10 seconth 
     
•RIOMETER 
1429 U.T. 
Flo. 7. A SECTION OF THE RECORD OF THE PULSATION EVENT OF 1 MARCH, 1967 SHOWING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MICROPULSATIONS dZ/dt AND SIMULTANEOUSLY OCCURRING CNA puLsA- • 
TIONS. 
s The vertical bars indicate time simultaneity. 
• 
0 	 4 (SEC) 
r LAG 
71 	 :S 
FIG. 8. DISTRIBUTION OF TIME LAGS BETWEEN PEAKS IN dZ/dt AND PEAKS IN ABSORPTION FOR THE 
EVENT OF 1 MARCH, 1967. 
The lag was taken as negative when the dZ/dt peak preceded the absorption peak. 
pulsations. Victor plotted a similar histogram to Fig. 8 showing phase shifts between 
. luminosity pulsations and micropulsations: The median phase shift was zero and about_ 
half of the pulses had phase shifts between t rl and —1 sec. Figure :8 is consistent With - 
Victor's result when the observed lag between CNA and luminosity is taken into account:, 
CONCLUSION.. • • • 
1- The cosmic noise absorption pulsations observed with a fast response riOmeter lag behind ' 
pulsations observed simultaneously with oth4 instruments. This time lag and the time ..• . 
• 
TIME LAGS IN THE AURORAL ZONE IONOSPHERE 
asymmetry characteristic of the pulsations are; to a first approximation, consistent with 
the ionospheric rate Equation (1). .Thus, high time resolution riometry makes possible the 
direct observation of the time delay Which can occur in the auroral zone ionosphere between 
N, the electron density and q, the ion pair production rate. 
An 'ionospheric time-constant' is measurable. 
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Abstract  
The observation of impulsive phenomena by means 
of physically separated detectors of low resolution is a, 
situation frequently met with in geophysics. After making 
certain simplifying assumptions, this paper explores a 
relationship between the normalized sample product moments 
(rather than correlation coefficients) obtaining between 
pairs of detectors and the spatial auto-correlation function 
of the impulses under observation. Further simplifying 
assumptions can be made which allow an "ellipse of 
concentration" of the impulse to be deduced from observ-
ations made with three detectors. 1. 
The technique is applied to fast cosmic noise 
absorption pulsations observed at Macquarie Island in 1969. 
The spatial patterns of Pi.ecipitation giving rise to the 
Pulsations are found to be elongated aria inclined in 
Azimuth to the auroral oval. 
Random Sampling: with Low. Resolution Detectors 
1. 	Introduction • • 
Owing to the pulsating nature of many geophysical 
	
.,..,.. 	. , 	. . 
phenomena a.ndithe low spatial resolution of the instrurrients . 
'recording these phenomena, we frequently are faced with the 
• 
situation in which a laile number of obser svations-aremade.Wit 
a small number of low-resolution detectors. 
Observation of a single pulsation with a small number o 
spaced detectors reveals little information about the scale Size 
of the pulsation. It is intuitiVely Obvious that a larger number 
of observationsl should reveal. a good deal more information about 
- 
the size and shape of the pulsating regions. 
Indeed,. many workers have' drawn conc-lusions about;tlit Mean' 
'size of individual pulsations from the correlation coefficients 
obtaining between time series recorded simultariebualy , with ' 
,physiCally separated detectors. This had beer done in an 
; intuitive way without resort to any quantitative statistical model 
of the experimental situation.' 
c 	• 	- 
An example is in the estimation of the 'scale size of fast 
bremnistrahlung x-ray pulsations observed with balloon - borne 
detectors (Barcus et al, 1966): 
s. This paper..is an attempt to place such estimations of spatial_ 
r, 
size, based on time series correlation, on a more secure 
;-: 
etatistical footing. 
11. Assumption's of the Model  
t. 
Let D D
2  ..... be measuring instruments whose i' 	.7 
gensitivities,
' .., are functions olf two spatial ,1 it 
,1 
The variables, 	and 	may be angular displacements; or, • 
for example, cartesian coordinates of position in the plane.° 
P; 
ithioneoph@r4. 
Let (.,4 = 	,,rh .0 be the 'event" distribution in which we 
are interested; and let g, (t), g 2  (t), 	be measurements of 
L) obtained at each of the detectors D 1 , D2 , .... 
time t.. Then 
g. (t)  
CO -a0 
.• 	• 
__Let us restrict ourselves to the case Where a takes the 
form of a seri 'els of discrete ;pulses in such away that the'presenae 
or absence of each pulse is clearly discernible on each of the 
irecords g. (t).'i Let us further assume that each of these pulses 
,always has the same shape, ty , e: the same spatial 
distribution oft(relative) intensity, and that coordinates of the 
centre of this distribution (x• , y-) and the amplitude of the j t 
pulse, /1; , are particular 'values of the random variable • x y 
Thus the *spatial distribution of the 3th pulse is given 
1.) A ( 
. 	5 
The intensity of the j th pulse 
1 	 t:: . will then be given by 	a0 ,. 
g.. 	g ; 	f u 
, LI, 
The right-hand side of (2„). is the "cross-correlation 
- 
the functions A at)•ii P. Let the cross-correlation function 
r(x, y) of two functions p(x, y) and q(x, y) be; :-witten 
A 
i. e., by definition 
Then 
• which will be.viritten 
g 	- 	J 	 xj,Vj For greater generality let us include further random, 
variables, 	• r, . each with zero mean, associated with each of 
the detectors L',I• and representing any randornness, which may be 
present in the data collection process. For example, where the 
pulsations are Idistributions of brernmstrahlung x-ray intensity, 
the B• describe the photon connting statistics. Thue (3) becomes 
t.4H 	= 	h 	\ 	P: 	b•• 
bij ' 9.1 
where b . is the particular value that the random variable 
takes for the jth pulse. 
Our problem is to relate the pulse shape R. to the obserVations 
. g .6 after making certain general assumptions about the.randoM 
variables X, Y. H , and B.. 1 , 
These assumptions Will be as follows:- . 
. For any pairof detectors D. , D. ,- the random j 
variables X , 	H , 	have a Probability function, 
„ defined over the space R 5  with 'a frequency function, f,' which is 
continuous everywhere in R 
ii. All the "random variables are statistically independent of 
i; one another. 
iii. The functions A( 	, 	, :p ; ( 	, 	) are only'. rionzero 
within a certain finite range of 	and 	i. e.. , there exists a 
number, K such that' 
Then 
API )  x, 
lxi > Z.K or 9 
iv. The frequency -functions of X and '1 , 	 and F are 
constant over the region viewed by. the detectors, i. e. , for 
1 x i < 2 K • and 9 ; < 2K • 	• This will be true only if the' 
region in which the pulses are occuring is larger than the 
viewed by the detectors. 
v. Any pair of observations, g , g . ; made with the 
1 K 	J 
detectors D i , Di , is equivalent to making a random - 
selection of the point ( Xk , 	, 	b ik 6jk. ) from the space: R 5 
and then computing gik , glik from the coordinates using (4) above. 
In the experimental situation we only know , the values of the 
g ikgik functions 	 the calculations (4) are effected by the 
detecting instruments. Thus ig„ . and 24. 1, can be regarded as 
.2•P. tr. 
sample characteristics of the sample ( Z k , 	,hk, bik,bA 
as defined by (4) above. In other words, each of the . 'k is a 
particular value of the random variable G which is a function 
of the other random variables as defined by 
•.• i 
regiop: 
where 
I 
The integral I 
a 
is finite -.., This will be true vi. 
if , and the B,.. - have finite lat, 2nd, 3rd and 4th:. .. • 
moment, and if the• various .. moments of . -A . * . P.1...a.1 x.y 
III, The Product Moments 
In an experimental situation, the data we have available,: 
consists of our knowledge of the detector characteristics .and a 
- 
sample of n sets of readings of pulse height obtained froth in 
detectors, viz., we know d.., where i = 1, 2... m, j = 1, 
We wish to utilise these mn readings to provide an estimate of 
some of the properties of the spatial distribution A( 
Consider the population parameter 6 i• defined by 
E (G ; G-i) = S 	cill) 
• X- • is the population product moment of the random 
•variables 	and a• 
• 
Consider the . sample characteristic . 
c j 	
; 1( 
C 
J 
i; is the product Moment of the sample Of n pairs o 
: 
readings g ;k , g ik obtained from D • , D - j 
Then • 
L rn 
00 
by the strong law of large numbers.(Breiman, P. 52). 
Here "a. s. " means almost surely", or "with unit probability".• 
_IV.--Normalised Product Moments 
Let 
then 
Ls rn C.; 
n-0.06 lj 
providing none of the factors in the denominatorsa.re . jiero .: 
let 
The normalised sample product moment tends to the 
normalised population product moment, n : , as the number 
1.) 
the sample tends to infinity. 
in 
C . is a consistent estimatOr of 
V 	
, 
An expression will nbw.:be.derived for the populationv 
product moments in terms of the event and detector 
distributions: A,and. P. 

The existence of the terms O , and cr: in the righthand , 
side of (9) creates some difficulties. We therefore will define 
A • * 
C 	r. "adjusted normalised product moments" 
- 
— cif2 JJ 	J 
•and 
r.* = 	floc.. 	ed.)(c.- e)' a 9 	 . J 
• Once again we have with Unit probability .  
LynC. . 	 r*. 
• ooJ ti 
providing that the factors in the denominators are non-zero. 
In most practical cases, 01 and 01 will either be known to 
be sufficiently small to ignore or they can be computed in advance 
from a knowledge of the bandwidth and output time-constant or 
similar parameters of the detecting instruments. 
Substituting (10) and (11) in (13) yield's 
r = If a.' aj. ax aY 	a. ax aY 	Q,. clX ay 
	
/A ef 4 	If z 1 J 
-6 co 
It should be xioted that if the sample correlation coefficients 
were to be used instead of simply the product moments, they•
would not lead to a function like r..*, which is independent of 
E 0-1), and E(H4). This is because the sample 
i / N 
means t g.. /n u 	are estimators of population characteristics 
_ 
which are linear functions of fx. and F 
These factors would no longer cancel in the expressions for 
the correlation coefficients since the means appear as second 
'degree terms in these expressions." Similarly (E(H)) 2  appears 
in these terms rather than E(H ). 
We can use the properties: of the convolutionsoperation: 
which is associative 'and commutative to simplify (14).1still - 
further. The cross-correlation and convolution operations are 
related as follows:. 
' 
P*11 	 0 
where, by definition; 	).-n) = 	. 
. 	. 
The expression pr O ar means the convolution of . p With q"... 
By definition': 	co . co 
po 
= Cc ° Plx,t3 
It can easily be Shown that 
 if  
then p 0 Ci; =  
(see Bracewell, 1965; for's. discussion of convoltition 
cross-correlation): 
Li, 	a. ax cre 	J j A 	1 J A * I X,Y -610 - 00 	 - 60 00 
Let us represent the spatial sensitivity functions of the . 
detectors, P•1 ( 	)., in terms -of the coordiiiateS:( '?4;, 
of the centres of the fields of view of each of the detectors, i.e. ,. 
let 

When 
• i.e. when the detector fields . • 
have the same shape,and 'orientation but different centres, 
(15) becomes 
A A .A)34 ( p ifc 
44 A 4* 64 Pl Ax 
where 0( is the autocorrelation function of the event A 
distribution, and oC p is the autocorrelation function of the 
detector field pattern. 
The sample characteristics, lj , are each estimates of 
one value of the mormalised 'cross-correlation function '0C . A 
viz, the value that this function has at the point ( 	C , 1 	); where 
• ( 	A y ) is the displacement of one detector field with 
• respect to the other. Each pair of detectors Will yield one value 
•of this function providing the ( Az, Ay ) for the pair is unique. 
If there are sufficient detectors of sufficiently high resolution, : , 	- 
the function 04.
A 	
6an be Constructed graphically and then•? : 
P 
corrected for the smoothing effect of o( p (Bracewell, 1956) to 
obtain a set of :sample points for . . If A is assumed to be 
band-limited, and an even . function Of (x, y), A itself can be 
reconstructed (Bracewell, 1965, Ch. 10). If there are suffiCient, • 
•detectors for this to be possible, it also may be possible td.. 
- reconstruct each individual pulse ills A( 	- Us) directly 
from each set of obSerVations gl. ., •. ReCionstruetion after . cl, sj 
computingo( 4c0( may still; be favoured, however, for the A 	p . 	.. 
following reasons - 
ie. 
i. 	Phase (i. e., position) information has been 
conveniently removed. 
ii 	The effects of instrumental noise have been 
statistically reduced. 
iii 	In general, there will be z  Y1 (nil- I) data points 
available for reconstruction of 0( Compared with data from 
only m detectors available for reconstruction' of A its.0 
This paper is intended to apply to situations where only 
a small number of low resolution detectors a.re in use, and any 
total reconstruction of A or (X is out of the questiOn. :Here, 
the best that can be done is to make assumptions about the form 
of distribution , ( ),r1) and solve the equations (18 ) fo the - 
model parameter s. 
V. A Gaussian Model  
tonsmier lhe ftAhetionS: 
where 
ex.P( - )C`P X 
e 3q0 (-- X‘Ce X 
td 
The Surfaces corresponding to P and Q will be hills ahove . the 
. and 10 and Glare two by two symmetric definite positive7clertces t.
(x, y) plane of elliptical Contour and gaussian section. It can 
readily be shown that the cross-correlation of P and Q is given , 
.•••• 
where 
AS 
a 1 
, Dc, 
Czo 
Let us Make the assumptibn that the event distribution. 
is of the form (19). Suppose the detector field patterns also 
are of this.form, 1;e. 
x 	= 
Then 
* )( 
and 
(A . X - A) X 
where 
Substitution in (17) 
3E 
ezp( X'AtfN 
e x p (- 	30 
p  
112/4412F 	Ili- A tit! 
yfizAjjzputA+. 
• 	x. 
j 
ro + • P 9 
r Lukere rj art d 	ck,Pe fke eleme ■%ts o 11 ) 
There will be one equation (22) for each pair of detectors 
D • , D• . Three such equations will be sufficient to solve 
for the elements of IR . The elements of A can then be 
obtained from (21). Should there be more than three equations 
(22), the set is overdetermined. Different sets of solutions Can 
then be obtained by solving all the different triplets of equations. 
The consistency of different solutions obtained in this way is a 
measure of the degree to which the initial assumptions are 
justified, in particular the assumptions that A \vas of the form (19 
and that the event position' probability density functions 
	
and f'„ are constant over the field of view of the detectors. 	 : 3 
i.e.  
where 
Strictly speaking, a gaussian form for -. A and the. 
detector patterns does not satisfy condition (iii) that the non-
zero domain of A and P• is bounded. This implies that errors . 
will be introduced when : f and f are taken outside the integral 
in the expression for E (G. G ). Gaussian functions tencl'to 
, 1 
zero rapidly, however, and providing x and f are constant over 
a sufficiently large domain, the errors introduced in this .way will' • 
be negligible. 
VI. Application to Fast Response Riometer Data  
Unfortunately, the four riometer antenna patterns used on 
Macquarie IS. in 1969 did not satisfy condition (16); Their 
shapes were similar, being roughly elliptical in contour, but two 
were oriented IVorth.-South and two were oriented ast-West (Fig. 
Thus; for any triplet of antennas, only one pair will satisfy (16) 
We will make the same assumptions as in the previous section -- 
. that the event patterns and the antenna patterns are gaussian. 
' . quadratic forms, but we must substitute these in equation (15) : 
rather than in (17). 
• Let the antenna patterns relative to their 
(x, y), p3 (x, y) be given by 
e Pe 
Since two out of three of the 'antennas must have the same 
orientation, let 
Let the everit.autocorrelatioti function be given by . 	• 
where, (X.'!. 	are the coordinates of the centre of the 
, 
1) sit 
pattern of the ith 'antenna  
and 
and let us normalise all the distances so that the distance 
from the centre of the group of four antenna patterns to the 
centre of each antenna is unity. If we take North and East as 
the positive directions of x and y in a cartesian coordinate system and 
let P 1 .  P2' and P3  describe the patterns of the North, East, and 
South antennas respectively, we have 
Equation (34) represents a further three equations 
have six equations for the six ,unknowns, p, q, .r, s, t, 
Equations (31), (32),: and (33) can be solved for r and t 
immediately. 'If we forget about N for the Mon-lent e: 
set N = 1), p and.q also Can be obtained. 
S can now be expressed as a function of p: 12. 
For any given value of p, (34) can be solved for s, 
Thus by trial and error a value of p can be found yielding a value 
of t in (34) which satisfies equation (33). The elements of A can then: 
be found from (25) and substituted in (24) to obtain N . The 
equations (31) through (34 .) can be solved again with this new Value 
of N and the process repeated until successive solutions differ 
by less than a predetermined tolerance. 
In practice, a simple computor programme can be written 
which includes procedures for extracting determinants, inverting 
two by two symmetric matrices, and for finding the zeros of 
functions by an iterative method. 
If the event distributionkx,y) is also assumed to be a' 
gaussian quadratic form, its forth matrix elements are double 
those of the event autocorrelation A -A A I (See equation'(20)..) 
p 	x 
If 
	A (x,y) 
a expr—Ccxx 2f lok3 
then the Contours of Points of constant cosmic noise 
absorption are ellipses. Let the ellipse for Which 
- 
be termed the 
equation 
This ellipse has the of-concentration". 
a X 1. • 4 ‘3 	C DC 	= 1 
• Putting x = r cos 9, y = r sine, we have 
rI= / ( a. c r s 1 ,E) 	b 	-I- 2, c 	9 cos 9 
which can be written 
r2 -A 	4-19 4 R, Go 5 ( e 
where R = Nko.- 	4 ca.. 
and sin = 	c 
The semi-minor and srni-major axes of the ellipse o 
concentration are, given by 
'PIZ = Z /(C14:6 ± R) 
sr:n 
corresponding to ,, Values of boo of 7,b 2.4 nil and 
VII. Experimental Results 
This type of analysis was applied to two fast c. n a. 
pulsation events: Those of 13 February 1969, and 14 March, 1969. 
11 
The normalised product moments,. C , were not corrected for 
detector randomness, . e. , the ol were taken as zero. The•
antenna sensitivity patterns and the event distribution patterns 
are referred to a height of 100km. No attempt has been made 
to allow for the finite thickness of the absorbing region, nor :for 
the different angles between antenna beams and he local 
geomagnetic field. 
Values of the 'Semi-minor and semi-major axes of the antenna:- 
patterns were chosen so that the 3dB contour ellipse would fit, as 
•closely as possible, the computed 3dB contour of the antennas as 
shown in Fig. .1'. The smi-minor axis ; semi-major'axis, and 
zenith distance of the centre of each antenna's ellipsoid of 
concentration projected on an horizontal plane at - 1001cm. height 
were taken as 43km. , 84km. and 63km. respectively. For the 
event of 13 February, 77 pulse heights were used to'compUie : th'e 
C and for the 14 March event, 80 pulse heights were 'uied., 
The results are set out in Table 1.. 
The four different ellipses of concentration of the four eVerit 
distributions computed for the 13 February event are reasonably consist-; 
ent in size, shape, and orientation.: Those for: the event of 14March 
are not quite as 'good, particularly with regard to the orieniation. , 
• 
The salient features are as follow - 
TABLE 1  
Antenna 	Pritiduct momenta 
designations 
P 3 . C l i Cz 
f. 
Absorption ellipse of concentration 
Semi- 	Semi- . Azimuth 
minor 	major. 	(major' 
axis axis 	axis) 
(a) Event of '14 March 1969 (1843-1913 U.. T. ) 
W S. .641 .929 .622 	.68km 	237km 
E . S 	.70'5 .773 .622 	78 " 	126 "
•S 	E 	.929 .773 .729 *, 106 " 	229 
N E 	.641 .705 .729 	49 " 	155 
•15 deg. 'VT fN 
	
''41 " 	E of N 
21 " 	:W. of N 
57 " 	W of N. 
(geographie) 
(b) .Event of 13 February .1969 (2219-2245 U. T. 
N I W S 	. 741! .952 .675 	941cm 	2871cm 	17 deg. 
1\1 , : E 	S 	92E 	.675 	104 " 	225 . " 	16 
S 	E 	.952 .769 .812 	101 " 	325 " 	31 : " 
W 1 . N 	E 	.741, .926 .812 	89 " 	290 " 	37 " 	• 
(geographic) 
W of N. 
	i. 	The event•ellipses . of concentration are much 
• larger than those of the antennas. Indeed,. in five out of eight 
_cases, the minor axis of the event .ellipse is larger than the: • 
major axis of the antenna ellipse. • 
The event ellipses are two to three times as . 
long as they are wide. 
iii. For the 13 February event, the event ellipse 
inclined at an angle of about  25 deg. West of geographic North. 
This computed inclination is brought about by : high•valties of : 
obtaining between the North and East, and between the South.  
and West riorneter recordi...The azimuth of the L-shell 
passing through:Macquarie Is. is 73 deg. West of North 
(Kilfoyle and Jacka, 1968), and the azimuth of the eontours.d 
the auroral oval for . K = varies between about 73 deg. r 	. 
. West Of North a1 t 1000 U. T. and 55 deg. West Of North at 2200 U: 
(Bond and Payne, 1970). That the pattern of precipitation. 
:Observed as c 	a:. pulsations ; should be elongated is hardly 
surprising, but their' inclination to the directions of the L- shell 
and of the auroral oval is a matter of some interest, and may 
have significance in studies of the magnetosphere and of 
precipitation mechanisms. 
Sufficient time was not available to subject other c.ri,..a. 
pulsation events to this type of analysis. However, viSu.ct.i 
examination of the records of the other events indicates that.the: 
degree of correljation between pulsations observed with different . 
antennas is unlikely to be less than for the events analysed:: 
The high degree, of correlation existing between the North an 
I ; 
East, and South and West, records, associated With the • 
corresponding high values Of . C-• in Table 1, also Is readil 
discernible by visual : inspection. 
North 
6dB 3dB 
Fig. 11.1  
3 dB.. and 6 dB. contours as they 'intersect-the100kM. 
level for three of the IclUx- fast repPonse - rlometei:Anenna 
beams operated atMacquarie:Island . in 1969. The fourth 
beam pattern Wastkithilar but ia.omitted: I for simplicity and . 	. 
- beeause these. three:beamhotientations illustrate:the • 
. discussion se out in Section VI.. 5 
• South 
- 
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Appendix III 
Electronic Techniaues 
III. 1. Theory. 
The root mean squai'e fluctuation in detector 
voltage, AV, about its mean value V. for a receiver 
measuring white noise is given by 
V. = K V::.(4fT 
Here,fAf is the band width of the receiver,,'T Is 
the detector time constant and K is a constant of proport- 
ionality. Similar relationships hold for power and for 
measured temperature etc.K i is approximately unity and 
depends on the detector characteristic. Equation (1) is 
based on a discussion by Machin, Ryle and Vonberg (1952) 
and quoted by Little and Leinbach (1958) in their original 
description of i the riometer. 
It is immediately obvious from (1) that the 
frequency resolution and time resolution of such a noise 
measuring device can only be improved at the expense of 
each other unless the bandwidth, af, is increased. • 
Theresolutionofastandard30Mlizriometer i 
about 3 seconds in time and .1 dB in amplitude for a 
receiver bandwidth of 20 KHz. Thus for the same amplitude 
- resolution the time resolution can be reduced to .05 .seconds 
by increasingai to 1.2 MHZ; 
The mtnimum reader; which controls the time constant 
for rising signals needs to:be removed, Iàf course. 
32 MH 2 
Receiver 
This method was not used although the theoretical 
importance of'the background of absorption may make such 
,a aYstem worth trying in the future. 
Tape 
Recorder 
The sluggish response of the servo noise diode due to the 
time taken to heat the filament is an obstacle but this 
can be removed and the riometer operated without any concern 
for its long term stability. Edwards (private communication 
has pointed out that, in fact, the servo diode can be 
retained and 'a broad band riometer operated as both a 
conventional and as a fast response instrument. The convent-
ional record can be obtained by recording the noise diode 
current in the usual way, 1while the fast component can be 
taken from the difference signal which appears at the 
output of the phase sensitive detector. 
Antenna 
DC.. 
Amplifier 
record against impulsive interference. 
The output from the detector was fed to a DC 
amplifier via a simple RC integrator with a time-constant 
of two minutes. This served to eliminate the sidereal ' 
cosmic noise variation and the slow background of cosmic 
noise absorption and so to keep the record on scale for 
the relatively' high amplifications used: The detector _ voltage was also made to drive a DC amplifier directly , at 
l rOwer gain and slower chatkt speeds SO as' to produce a 
crude version of a conventional riometer record. This slow 
record was used to check the antenna beam directions and 
enabled quick estimates to be made of e the absolute size 
of absorption events. 
The final output was recorded both on paper charts 
at 0.5 in.sec. and as .:. frequency modulated tones 
multiplexed on '  to one track of a Philips stereo Tape-
recorder at 15/16 in.sec. , The other tack was used for ' 
simultaneous recording of photometer or balloon X-ray data • when this was available. The tape recorder ran for just over 
eight hours without attention. At the end of each tape the 
charts were ex6ined for c r.I n. a. pulsation activity. If no 1! pulsations had occurred the tape was used again. Three or 
four good events were lost(Aue to their occurence ih the 
interval between the tape running out and the author finish-
ing breakfast. 
III. 2. General Description 
A block diagram of one of the four fast response 
riometers used in 1969 is shown in The equip-
ment was, basically, a low noise wide band receiver at 32MHz. 
oonnootod to an antenna and to recording equipment. There 
was no servo noise diode feedback loop as in a conventional, 
riometer nor was there a minimum reader to protect the 
• 
On returning to Australia all interestin 
portions of the tape were played back at the same speed 
at which they were recorded and the four tones separated 
out and demodulated via the same filters and DC amplifiers 
used in the original reeordina proceath Tht4 tilt@ thwgh 
the chart was run at speeds ranging from 1 mm.sec. 	to 
10 mm.sec. -- , Thus high time resolution could be achieved 
without wasting miles of paper. The monitor charts made on 
Macquarie Islnd were necessary for identifying when events 
had occurred and for-locating events easily an the tapes. 
Time marks which also served as calibration marks 
were superimposed on the record itself by shorting out 
.4 dB of signal in the I.F. section of the receiver. 
Pulse amplitudes were measured by comparing them with these 
marks. The log4rithinic natUre of a riometer output is of 
no concern since the pulse constitute sch a small, fraction 
of the signal that the device is, to all intents and Purposes, 
linear. This cal ibration technique enabled the frequency 	' 
response of the whole system forward from the I.F. section 
to, be checked by examining"the,shape of the timing pulses,' 1 as they appeared on the demodulated record. The leading edge 
of the (initially square) Pulses had the appearance of 
having been_fed'through:an'integratingoircuit_with'a tite 
constant of about:iO3sec.:::Sindethe :differentiatingtinte 
constant was known to be'li(VSOC .,.; -the'OUtput bandwidth of 
the system was •0015Hz. tO , , 1 
, Each section will now. be - iscussed in.more detail. 
111.3 	The Antennas. , 	- 
. 	The beam of each antenna,was,directed . thirtydegrees' . 
from the vertical and the flour beams were directed magnetic .' 
north, south, east and west in azimuth respectively..The , 3dB, 
and 6 dB. contours projected on to an hopizontal plane at 
100 Km. are shOgn in Fig I 
The relative received power as a function of zenith angle 
in a plane perpendicular to the dipole elements is shown 
in Fig.III.2. i The effect of a conducting ground is taken 
into account in computing the curve of Fig. 111.2. 
Each antenna consisted of four half-wave dipoles 
made from16 gauge hard drawn copperwire stretched between, 
guyed poles (Fig.III.3). The separation of the two parts of 
the dipoles was 2 inches and their length was .94 of a half 
wavelength to allow for end effect. The dipoles were strung 1 at half wavelength intervals eight feet above the ground 
• which was made conducting by placing lengths of wire at 
quarter wavelength intervals parallel to the dipoles. 
C. 
1 	The dipoles were ,interconnected via Pairs of 75 ohm coaxial cables with the outer braid earthed. i cables thus fo7ned balanced lines with oharacteristic 
impedance 150 ohm. The method of interconnecting dipoles 
is shown schematically in Fig.III.4. The electrical distance 
between adjacent dipoles i r's 3/4 X since the velocity factor 
of the polythene spacing is, fortuitously, .67. Alternate 
dipoles are 114X apart electrically and can be connected 
together without mismatch whatever the impedance of the line. 
Each pair of alternate elements now presents an impedance 
of 150 ohms and they can be connected together via any 
length of 150 ohm line, in this case wit-6.3/4X electrical • • 	.• 
length of line. The four dipoles now present an impedance 
of 75 ohm and Can be matched to a 75 ohm cable via a 111 
transformer.. r 
•. 	. east pointing antenna than for the.westA5ointing Antenna. 
ments.of y 	• 	. sidereal 
The 'peak 
The above argument was borne out by actual measure-  
the an'tenna impe+Ces and by:obserVation'of.the 
changes in'zignalAevel:recordedorhe slow chait: 
in signal 'level odcured four hotirs .earlierfoi the 
Antenna pattern in a plane perpendicular to 
,FiA. 111.3  
Artist' 
• 
NP 
Fig. 111.4  
Schematic diagram illustrating the way in which the 
transmission lines were connected to the dipoles; 
Phased arrays of this type ate much easier' to buil 
and are more reliable and more broad band than Yagi-Udah 
arrays which are: higer Qi and.unwieldlyr at riometer, 
frequencies. A structure . a little more robust than the one 
described is desirable, however, in the high wind and seal 
harem environment of Macquarie Island. 
111.4 The Receivers: 
, The RF and IF sections of the receivers are shown 
in Figs.III.5 and 111.6. Their centre frequencies . were in 
the range 32.2 MHz to 32.4 MHz, their 3 , (1/3 pass-bands -varied 
between 1 and 1.4 MHz and their 10dB passbands were in the 
range 1.9 to 2.5 MHz. A common oscillator, suitably decoupled . 5 was used to drive all four receivers. Cross talk between 
• 1 receivers was better than 60 dB. n 
The f(ront end tuned circuit was loaded with a 
resistor so asIto keep the antenna matching constant and 
independent of input transistor and antenna parameters over-
tie bandwidth 9f the receivers. t , 
Each_cascode pair was housed in a separate brass 
compartment to avoid paraslitics andleach I.F. section was
built on a different chassis from the R.F.section. 
h - 	The circuit for providing timing calibration pulses 
can be seen atthe front end of the I.F. in Fig.III.6. 
The wide bandwidth and absence of a minimum reader 
and servo noise diode makes the system temperature sensitive t, and subject to .rlinterferencle. The temperature sensitivity_ - 
was too slow to, affect theo differentiated output but 
prevented absolute absorpt Eion measurements of any but the 
sriallest event7, from being made from the slow chart. The 
remote location of Macquarie Island helped the interference 
problem but solar noise in'the middle of the day and inter-( ference from the station tiansmitter were considerable. 
A relay was installed which earthed the inputs to the D 
amplifiers during local transmissions. This at least 
prevented the pen recorders from being damaged during "schedsV 
Use of an antenna with a null at the horizcn and a 
Centre frequency of 32 MHz rather than 30 MHz avoided 
distant broadCast station interference. 
111.5 	The Recording Section. 
The differentiator and DC amplifier are shown 
Fig.III.7. Their opefation should be obvious. 
The voltage to frequency converter is shown in 
Fig.III.8. The leftmost four transistors comprise the transis-
tor equivalent' of a Millet: oscillator. The input transistor 
is a Miller integrator. THe top two trarisistors make up a 
switch which at an appropiiate voltage s iwitches on the lowest 
transistor which discharges the Miller capacitor by analogy" 
with the positive grid current of the valve circuit. The 
-circuit is linear to within about two percent over its 
( range of operation and the, output coneists of short spikes 
of constant width. 1 I 	n 	, The rest of the circuit consists of two band pass -- 1 n filters in series. Each filter consists of an amplifier 
with negative feedback thibugh a band stop parallel T net- 
wdrk. The precise values of the components of the parallel , 
T'filters have tobe found by trial and rerror. They require . 	LI  a good deal ofI fiddling around but take up less room on a 
circuit board 3than would inductances at these frequencies. 
1 
e response for the 800 Hz subcarrier is shown in Fig.II1.10, 
•The subcarrier centre frequencies : used were 100, 270, 800 and 
• ; 2000 Hz. EachAaad a + 20 percent swing corresponding to • 
full scale deflection on the,pen recorder chart. 
The circuits are 'drawn for the 270 Hz subcatriet.. :4 	 • 	• 
1.; 
Despite the fact that the frequencies are so close 
together no cross talk was discernible although because of 
the small swing in frequency tape recorder "wow" was a 
problem. In addition dropout often occurred on the top 
channel and extra filtering was required when demodulating 
the bottom channel so that its frequency response was not 
quite as good as that specified in section 111.2. 
When demodulating the filters were disconnected 
from the oscillator at the input end and connected to the 
tape recorder. Their outputs were connected to demodulators 
(Fig.III.9) which drove the pen recorders via the DC amplif -
iers. 
Fig. 111.5  
Fast response riometer 
; 
- 
SE mo 
2143114 
irr if' )f 
Fig. 111.6  
' 
showin 
2 ,4356t 
5.)( 
2,M3138 
Fig. 111.7  
3568 	2,43562 
410k 	5 Ic 
XN3131 
ZN 36 61 
-30 v 
• 33"F 
Fig. 111.8  
:Voltage to frequency converter showing variable 
frequency oscillator and two stage bandl - pass filter.. 
Fig. 111.9 
Frequency demodulator.. 
-300 300 
Input (mV) . 
Fig. 111.10 
• Response curve for the 
•frequency converter and B.C. 
and amplitude of the tape - 
•a function of;input voltage 
.to .  800 Hz subcarrier voltage 
amplifier1 The frequency 
recorded signal are shown as 
to the DC amplifier. 
• 
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Appendix IV 
Ionization Rate Profiles 1 V The Effect 
IV . 1 Introduction  
This work was carried out before the work of Berger 
and Seltzer (1972) and of Pilkington and Anger (1971) was 
known to the author, in fact before Berger and Seltzer's 
- later paper became available in Tasmania. It is included here 
because it resolves the 'problem of the conflicting results of 
Rees (1964) and Kamiyama (1967) mentioned in Section 2.5.2 of 
this thesis, because it yields an estimate of the effect 0 
multiple Compton scattering on X-ray photon transport in 
the atmosphere and because it is a description of the way 
in which the ionization rate profiles used in the body of 
the thesis were actually Calculated. 
A 
, 	The method used is based on that of Faust and Johnson 
(1949) in that an approximation was usecf which allowed , the 
discretization -, of the problem of multiple Compton scattering 
viz that scattering of PhOtons Can be approximated . to by 
assuming that =photons of initial energy E0 , after scattering, 
all assume the mean energy :- where ris given by 
a V 	 0 
' Here a is the Klein-Nishinia cross-sectiOh which can be 
d iecomposed into the sum of a a where 'a /a is the (mean 
fraction of the incident ehergy given to' the scattered quantum 
WLle a /a is the (mean) fiaction of the incident' energy given a 
tO" the recoil electron. 	, 
A The method used :here differs from 	Faust:and.' 
Johnson though;:in.that th4:Approximation:was:madethat 
- , - 
photons are als4ays sCattered isotropitally:'Whereasthey , used 
: 
a one dimensional' technititie 'whereby PhotOn6' are either sati 
eed , 
through 180° or continue in a straight line. The assumption of 
isotropic scattering is more suited to an isotropic source of 
photons and is a little more sophisticated in that it enables 
the absorption of photons travelling along oblique paths to be 
properly taken into account. 
• I; 
i 	i The electron flux giving rise to on-pairs n the 
atmosphere was assumed to be isotropic over the downward 
hemisphere and infinite in horizontal extent. The differential 
flux of the primary electrons at the "top of the atmosphere" 
was assumed to be flat from 1 to 10 KeV and to fall off 
exponentially from 10 KeV to 511 KeV. Energies above 511 KeV 
were not considered. 
The normalized energy dissipation function X(x) . lue 
Spencer (1959) and to Ca/tin (1957) is used by Rees (1964 b) was 
3 	- 	 . 	 1 	• used to determine the energyAepositionrateof-the'.:el Tectrbni . _ 
themselves and with some ,crude..Simplifying .assumptiOnstogive: !i 
the gross flux of electrons from whiChthe.bremitstraillYIB 
lproduction rate could be CalCulated.:ThieWas- thOught , o be , 
more realistic ttian the methild:;Of:KamiyaMa:(1966) -who/used 
Heiler's (1944)Yformula forthe::,degradatibn'Ofelectron'eneitr. 
but who ignored electron 
This method is based On theconCept:of." order of 
section ap + ac ,,!. but:a's 6reaiing,in:apYregiOn of .6 :paCe. 
. ,.— brOmstrahling photons in'proportiOn . .rothe . .Comkori.: . 004.:.0617ing: 
croO -iection,!J ac and ion electron pairOn:prOprtiori:tO the 
abOirption part Of the total.. (cros6 	section, &p. 	Here 
ap 
 
is the 'photo-electric ctoas,sectiOn and..the -CoMpton:CrO'Ss, 
section ac is regarded_asbefng composed y Oftwo:Partsaa . and 
, 	 _ _ 
• 
_ 	 . scattering". Bremmstrahling-X-;raysdreated . ,by:.electrOncollisiOns 
are regarded as being absorbed in proportion to the .total . .cross-''' - 
The total electron flux and the bremmstrahling cross 
section were used to compute the bremmstrahling•production 
rate as a function of height in the atmosphere and photon 
energy. The production rate was then used to compute the flux 
of unscattered photons at each height and energy and this flux 
was used to determine the production rate of singly scattered, 
i.e. first order, photons. The first order photon production 
rate was integrated to obtain a first order flux which in turn 
yielded a second order production rate and so on. 
: 	The ion - pair production rate due to each order of 
scattering at each height were then added to yield a total 
ionization rate. 'In practice this function converged quite rapid 
E 	 a 
In reality the intertsity of the scattered flux is not 
isotropic but is h a function of the angle bptween the direction 
of the photon becore and after scattering. 1 The final energy is a 
also a'function of this angle. Errors must have been introduced 
by the apprOxiMation'of.i6otiropic scattering-with constant , 
energy..TheseerrOrs'will nat be.too - seriOus .since:': , 	_. 
, . 	(0 	at say EH.,90j(eV.the scattered intensity 
:varies only by a factor of '3 with scattering angle, -1 , (ii) the bulk of the photons under 'consideration. 1 have energies less that this and are scattered more isotrop- 
ically , 
c the fluxes of photons being scattered are far , 
from mono-directtonal and thks will smoothout the angular 
.depdndance of intensity and energy. 	), 
i 	NevertheVess the effect of the approximation will.be . to 
underestimate the fluxes ofrphotonsjow down in the atmosphere , 
since photons tavelling vertically downward have a higher 
probability of continuing doWnward than has been expressed in 
the Model. 	 • 
(iii)  
IV.2 Electron Flux and Energy Dissipation Function  
A graph of energy vs: distance travelled by an electron ; 
is approximately rectangular in shape, since an electron 
'penetrating matter loses most of its energy near the end 
its range i.e. near s .= ro where ro is the range and is a 
function of the initial energy of the electron and s is the 
distance travelled measured along the path of the electron - . 
The normalized energy dissipation function of Gr:lin (1957), 
X(x), does not resemble a rectangle and for a mono direct -
ional source of electrons in air and has a peak near x=0.4. 
Here x = r/ro is the fractional range measured in the initial 
direction of the electrons. X(x) does not resemble a rectangle:= 
because its shape is cont011ed by scattering. Electrons 
entering the target material are scattered away from the 
initial direction and reach the end' of their range at inter-
Mediate valuels Of x. 
The enrgY deposition ,crate X(x)dx is, by definition the 
.t.raction of die energy lot by the electron beam between x 
and x + dx. If we assume that electrons lose all of their 
energy at s = .ro then X(x)dx represents the number of 
electrons which come to rest between x and x + dx. This or 
n equivalent :'assumption must have been made by Rees (1964 
, since equation (7) of that paper implieg that there is no 
Continuous degradation of "electron energy with decreasing 
height. 
1 
, 	In order to compute the bremmstrahlUng emitted. 
ji 
electron stream We heed to 'show the gross flUx.of.:6;teCtrOns 
as a function of height and energy. Let F1(x) be .-the, flux of 
downward moviAg electrons and let 'F2 (X) ,be the flux o 
!;1 	. 
jpward moving 'electrons, then the gioSs -: and net fluxes 
electrons FG  and FN  are given: by '  • 
N 	1 
Let Fi sdx. and :F2 sdx 
.d 
F G(IC) 1' F 1(k) 	(x) 
1 
downward and upward streams respectively which are stopped 
between x and x + dx and let F12 be the net number of electrons 
deflected from the downward stream into the upward stream. 
Then 
dFl = -Fdx - F12 
and • dF2 = F2 sdx F12dx 
Hence 	- 	(FIS .4 F2 
i.e. 	dF 
dx 
= X ( 
. Thus X(x) . .. 1s related tothe dOWnWard . net'fli4x 
--,7 --eleCtitins-In order to obtain FG .in terMs.of:X let : uS"aSsume 
that. 
(') , Ifor.x ?e: 0 , 
'.Ualter'e 
Then  
A)(F (x) - F1(11) 
i.e. - A)F1( ) = 1 1 Xdx 
since F1( 
• hence (1 - A) F1( ) = J. 
If we assume that the number of forward moving electrons 
is negligible for x < 0 compared with the source then F 1 (o) is 
unity and 
With these simplifying assumptions then, the differential 
total electron flux of electrons at height h with energy E 0 - 
can be written 
F(E,h)dE 
where F0 (E) 
phere. 
Here x = z(h)/zo (E) 
where h is the optical depth 
s the range in the same units height h and z 0 (E) 
t0 (E) 
where NA is. Avogadro's number. M the mean molecular 
weight and R is the range in gm.cm - . R is given by Grun(1957) 
and Rees (1964 a) as 
= 4..57 x . 
In the computer program, X was taken from the curve 
given by Rees (1964 b) for electrons which are isotropic 
over the range 0 to 80 ° . For this curve B has the value . 
Equation (1) above resembles equation, (7) of Rees i paper, but 
has the advantage that the flux becomes zero at atmospheric 
depths such that x? 1 i.e. such that h <h 0 where 110 is the 
range. This is not the case in Roe's formula which does not 
account for electrons back-scattered out of the atmosphere. 
• 	The rate at which ion pairs 
q(h) is given by 
'F (E) dE/ .0355 
where F(E) is the flux at the top of the atmosphere, 
the number density of atoms and molecules at height, 
.0355 KeV is the mean energy lost by an electron in the 
formation of an ion pair. 
IV.3 	Scattering Energies.  
Some form of discretization is usually necessary in 
performing computations with a digital computor. In this case 
the height in the atmosphere, h, and the electron and photon 
energies, E, were made discrete quantities. Following , Faust 
and Johnson (1949) the energies were made discrete in such a 
way that, for energies above 20 KeV, energy Ek was expressed in 
terms of Ek_i in accordance with equation . (1) as follows:: 
The maximum energy was chosen, more or less arbitrarily 
as 510.8 KeV the rest mass of an electron. 
Below 20 KeV the ratio of as/a is close to unity and 
in this region the discrete energies were chosen to be 1 Key 
apart. 1 KeV was the minimum energy used. 
IV&.: 	Top of The Atmosphere FluX.. 
The flux Of electrons was assumed to be of the form. 
„ 	 . (fOrt reasons discussed in the body of this thesis): 
. 	G(E)dE -= ikexp 
for E,? . .10 . KeV 
and 	G(E)dE " exp .cr '10/E0 )dE 
for E 10.H Kpv 
where A is a normalizing factor. chosen such tha -t 
," 	(E) dE = 
Thus 	=:eXp (10/E ) /.(9 + .E0 
This dontinuOus 	.was : converted to A 
d. 'assigning to -F(E 	the number 'of : .electrons 
Y around.'G(Ek l.e... 
discrete flux F 
in an interval 
F(E ) = 	d' 
-where - :=. 
:and 
,IV.6 . The Bremmstrahling Cross-Section.
IV.6.1 .Angular DePendance. 
. This discussion is based - on formulae given by 
/= K sing sine ° (p2sin2 0 
2p posine sing () cos 
sin2 9 0 
) d 9 od e d 
Po 
Heitler (1944). The differential bremmstrahlung cross-section 
is given in the non-relativistic case bY_ 
where K is a constant independant of the angles, and p o and 
p are the initial and final relativistic momenta of the 
electron. 0 0 is the angle between the photon direction, k. 
and the direction of 100 , 9 is the angle between p and p o 
and is; the angle between the planesi) 
cl ,f can be obtained as a function of s o alone b 
integrating over e and 
Let Pdw be the crass-section associated with a certain , solid angle dwo . Then the number of photons scattered into 
dwo, N is given by 
, P is related 
Pdwo = Psin9 d 
Hence 
P is the differential cross-section relative to the 
initial direction of the electrpn only for a given photon 
energy. 
Let 0,<1D be the coordinates of the elecron direction 
relative to a z-axis and let 0,(p be the coordinates of the 
photon relative to this- z-axis. 
Let F(O, ) be the angular distribution of initial 
directions of electrons and let N dw dw be the fllunber of' , 	• 
photons emitted ln solid angle dw due to electrons in solid 
angle dw. 
Then 
The number of photons emitted with directions in solid 
angle w due to electrons coming from all directions is given 
by 
Rotating axes so that P is measured from the spatially 
- .fixed z-axis we have 
dwo = dwl. 
-;! 
cos0 0 = coW cos& 
Substituting (10) into (7) ) and (7) and (9) into (8) 
and integrating with F constant over the downward hemisphere 
and zero for 0< Tr/2 we find that N is indePendant of 0 , and 
Thus the flux of bremmstrahlung X-ray photons 
emitted by electrons which are isotropic over 
hemisphere is isotropic over the whole sphere. 
This discussion applies only to non-relativtstic-
electrons but since the bulk of the electrons lie below, 511Kev 
the conclusion is justified for themodel under discussion., 
IV6.2 	The Total Bremmstrahlung Cross Section. 
The total relativistic cross section, that is the 
, differential cross - section integrated over all angles, derived 
using the Born approximation was used to derive the photon 
production rate as a function of height. At low (non 
relativistic) electron energies the formula is not exact due 
to the inadequacy. of the Born . approximation for this condition 
. However, the non-relativistic formula can be made exact by - 
multiplying it by a factor derived by Sommerfeld (1931). 
In the program this factor was used to multiply the relativistic 
general cross section. This results in a non - zero value of 
41) -k, the cross section, at the short wave length limit i.e. 
when all of the energy of the electron is transferred to the 
photon. 
• 	 The effect of screening was neglected. This results% 
in the divergence of 1(ic at the long wave length limit. 
Here' k is the energy of the photon: kg) k is an energy cross 
section whi1el5k is, . of course, the 'cross - section in terms 
of the number of :photons emitted per unit normalized energy 
interval. The -effect of screening for small photon energies 
''S ine CO S ( 
and for light elements can be seen by comparing the two 
curves for aluminium in Fig 14, page 170 of Heitler's book. 
Had screening been taken into account as well, the energy 
cross - sections xcp k , would closely resemble those derived 
by Sauter's method and computed by Kirkpatrick and Weidman 
(1945). As it is the neglect of screening only introduces 
errors greater than twenty percent of photon energies of 
less than one percent of the initial electron energy and for 
our purposes this can be neglected since we are not dealing 
with energies outside the range 1 KeV to 510.8 KeV. 
The formula used in the program for the bremmstrahlung 
section 45', which is a function of both the electron 
energy and photon energy i.e. as follows 
cross 
whereZ is given a mean value of 7.2 for air. 
K is the energy of the photon, and p and 'p c, are the relativistic - 
energies of the electron before and after the interraction 
respectively. 
S is the'Sommerfeld factor: 
S = kt o/( (1 - e") (e.2. 1) ) 
2714 
773TIT.77 
• 0:33  where , X = 
B = v/c where v is the velocity of the electron after the 
collision and c is the velocity of light. Similarly for 4, 
go 
B is a complicated function of the relativistic 
electron energies E, E 0 and momenta, P,P0 before and after , 
the collision. B is dimensionless and is the bracketed 
factor in equation (16), p166 of Heftier (1944). 
Note that the 	used here is not the same'aet 
used by Heftier which is the cross section referred to a 
normalized photon energy. In fact 
where To is the initial kinetic enei'v of 
the electron. 0 is in units' of cm. 2 KeV-1 or cm. 2 erg-1. 
depending on the units of K whereas, 4) k, is in units of Cm.. • . 	. 
1V 7 Bremmstrahlung ProduCtion Rate.  
• For a Mon(5-energetic electron flux F 0 ,..witt(anergy. E 
the number of photons, Rde . , radiated frOm:unit - VOIUmeWith 
--- energies betweenHE' and E: 	given - by 
, RdE 	4:(E,E‘ ) N Fo 
When the electron flUx is continuousi:F(E) *all the . 	• 
:electrons with energies greater than or:eqUal to e'make a 
contribution to Rdehence 
RdE` = (f. ).N.F (E) dE) 
In accordance with.the basic idea Of photons having 
only discrete energies we must assign to each.pladton energy-. 1 Ek all of the brehmstrahlung radiated at all the eneriesover. 
an interval on either side ofEk ..Let the discrete,bremmStrah- - 
lung flux, S, at energy. 4 . be given by 
'where a = 	+ 
b =½(Ek+Ek  and 
• b ,R(e) de a 	• 	'• 
Since F(E) is itself discrete and since S 
are also functions of h we can - write (11) as 
For convenience later on we will write this in the 
'S(Ek , 	N(h) . S 1:(Ek, )• 
where S‘ •is the , sum 
Following Kamiyama (1966),'once.thephotoh. pl 4Oductibh: . : - rate S is known at each height the flax . B(Ek ih) as a'functiOh 
of height and energy can be computed:, 
S(E)= 
Here Ei(x) is the exponential integral 
N(h) is the number density in atom cV end 	Is the 
optical atmosphei-ic depth in atom cm. . a is the total 
cross section 
where 0 is the photo electric cross section and a 
is 'the Klein - Nishina cross- section. The radiation is treated 
as if even the scattered component is lost on the way from 
height h' to height h; Bo is a measure of the flux of 
unscattered photons. 
The various photon cross-sections and the ratio a s /a 
used to compute the Ek  were taken from Leilounskii et al (1965 
In the computer program h and h% were of course discrete 
, quantities. The function Ei(x) diverges as . s tends to zero' 
while its integral remains finite. The contribution to 
Bo (Ek ,h) from the same height layer was therefore treated 
separately in the summation viz. 
where 
where x = 
IV:8 Multiple Scattering,  
The phOton. flux array, B (') . canli)eused to compute 159th:, 
the ion pair Production rate:ancLthe:produCtionrate : .O 
first order,i.e. singly scattered, photons. 
is given 
cic0 ) = 
where 	= ( c (E) -f,i1a (E)).(E P 
The constant 0.8 is the approximate energy required 
to eject the K electron from a nitrogen atom. It is assumed 
that this electron once ejected is responsible for most of 
the ion pairs formed. - 
The first order source array, i.e the production rate 
of sing/y scattered photons was computed as follows 
where m 	1 if-Ek > 20 KeV, and m = k if Ek <, 20 
Below 20 KeV the mean energy loss of scattered photons 
is less than 1,KeV and so they were treated as if no energy 
were lost at all. Any errors introduced in this way would be 
negligible since the photo electric effect soon 
effects of scattering of energies below 25 KeV. 
From the first order source array . S1(Ek,h) a 
order flux array,B,(Ek,h) and a first order ion pair 
production rate, q i (h), were computed in the same manner as 
above. From 131(Ek ,h) the doubly scattered photon production-- 1 rate S2 (Ek ,h) can be computed and so on. Since the contrib-
ution to q(h), of successive scatterings falls off rapidly 
only four iteration's were carried out. The values of (4(h), ' , 
due to each order of scattering were summed at each height 
to give a total ionization rate profile. 
IV .9 Results. 
The totI bremmstralflung ionization rate profile 1 and the component profiles due to each order of scattering 
resulting from a 'primary electron spectrum with e-folding 
energy, E0 = 801'çeV are shown in Fig. IV.l. The total 
ionization rate rprofiles including the effect of electrons 
are 'shown in Fig,I IV.2 for E0-. 5KeV and E0 = 80 KeV.' Even for 
thejharder spectrum the bremmstrahlung ionization rate: 
five orders of magnitude less than the peak due to electrons. 
' The 'effect of iorkization produced by multiple scattered 
bremmstrahlung X-rays can thus be completely neglected in 
discussing cosmic noise absorption pulsations. Its effect is 
negligible when Compared with the ionizing effect of the electro. 
-ns themselves. F 	• 
For comparison with the results of 'other workers as 
sumMarized by Be'rger and Seltzer (1972), the program was re-ru 
with the primar)Aelectron spectrum given by (5) replaced by a 
mondenergetic sp6ctrum at 100 KeV. The differential  
bremmstrahlung flux as a fUnetionfof photon energy at various , 
heights in -the aeMosphere as °computed in the manner described 
aboV'e is shown suPerimposed dn the results ibrought together 
by Berger and Seltzer. The results obtained here compare 
favourably with the results of other workers at 50 Km and above 
but are somewhat low at 40 Km and 32 Km. This is no doubt 
due to our approximation that the photons are scattered 
isotropically,(IV.3)*. 
The ionization rate profiles due to electrons 
shown for a number of primary spectra in Fig. 
Fig. 1V.1 
• 	Ion-pair production rate due to bremmstrahlung• 
produced by flux of electrons from 1 to 510.8 keV in 
energy with e - folding energy of 80 keV. The numbers 
labelling the curves represent the number of times the 
photons have been scattered. The total production rate 
due to all five orders of scattering is also shown. 
Fig. 1V.2: 
Ion - pair production rates due to both breMMstrahluh 
and impact ionization resulting flux  
with e -folding energies of 5 lceV. and'80..keW. 
Fig. IV. 3. 
Flux of bremmstrahlung photons produced by a mono-
energetic electron flux with energy 100 keV (filled circles 
superimposed on the results of other workers taken from . 	- Berger and Seltzer (1971). 
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ERRATA 
(Inserted following examination 13/8/1973.) 
2.3. 1 
The line before equation (2.5) should read 
"species and 73 is the production rate of the ith 
P -,Decies”. 	tJ 	 - 
2.3.2 
(i) The second diagonal term in the matrix on 
the left hand side of equation (2.12) should be 
written 
• (ii) Before equation (2.13) and after "we find" 
insert the clause "assuming that is much smaller 
than e". 
.(iii) The second equation from the top of the page 
following the page on which equation (2.17) appear* 
should read 
2.6 
N .÷ = cif 1- 
ccl\l + L 
The diagram referred to.half way down the 
page following the page on Which equation (2.33) 
appears should be ."Fig. 2.1".not "Fig. 2.2". 
„- 
2 
3.2.3 
The line preceding equation (3.10) should 
• read "fit heights where attachment is the dominant 
process". 
4.1 
Fig. 4.3(b) is shown overleaf with time 
scale added. 
-X- * 	-X- -X- * 	* -X- * * -X- -X- 
In addition to the above corrections two 
whole pages which were missing from the examiners' 
copies have been inserted. 
10 SEC 
Fig. 4.3  
(b) A group of observed c.n.a. pulsations which show 
very clearly the tendency of smaller pulsations to 
have faster decay times. 
Report on Thesis 'Cosmic Noise Absorption Pulsations' by J.S. Reid 
•;./ 
In general, I . feel that this thesis represents a worthwhile piece of work, 
and is worthy:of a Ph.D. degree. I have a number of comments, however, that 
should be brought to the author's attention, and I recommend that he be 
asked 'Co make appropriate, minor revisions. 
General Comments . : 
The only major technical comment relates to the suggestion that the 
. absorption pulsations are an E-region phenomenon. This is not entirely a new 
idea, and I am enclosing a reprint of a fairly old paper of my own in which I 
suggested that 'hot' secondary electrons in the E region might contribute' 
appreciably to auroral absorption. This component . ofthe absorption would 
correlate well with pulsations in luminosity (though probably not with the 
time-lag observed by the author), and the short. decay times of the pulses 
would represent the cooling time of the electrons rather than their • 
recembination time.: , I don't really think my mechanism will explain the 
chservations, but it is probably worthy of a mention and a Certain amount of 
discussion, since it has been in the literature for some time. 
As far as the presentation is concerned, I think More,care•could well be 
taken. I don't expect a thesis to be a literary work of art, but consistent 
misspellings and careless algebra provide a jarring note that is not really 
necessary. Throughout the thesis 'dependent' is spelled 'dependant', 'computer' 
'is 'computor', 'detachment' is 'detatchment', 'bremsstrahlune is bremmstrahlUng' 
(and even 'bremmstrahling' in Appendix )4). . These are easily remedied.. 
Specific Comments: 
1.4.2 	In equations (1.1)4.) and (1.15),.I don't see why the collisional 
. detachment rate should be proportional to (01 . . 
1.5.1 	in discussing the NO problem in the D region, more recent work is 
available than that quoted. The most reliable measurement of 110 
itself is that of Meira (JGR 76, 202, 1571), while estimates of the 
ion production rate due to 0,(A g ) have been drastically reduced by 
the results of Huffman et al: - (JGR 76, 1028, 1971). 
1.6 	N2 is very unlikely to exist in any appreciable quantities in the D region, even when particles create most of the ionization. It - 
suffers charge exchange with 02, producing 01 , very efficiently. 2 
2.3.1 	I have a minor quibble here, in that I don't like the sudden, 
introduction of equations out of the literature (in this case the • 
Lelevier-Eranscomb paper). As far as possible,. a thesis ought to 
be self - contained; and the reader should not suddenly be exposed 
to a lengthy equation lifted from the middle Of apublished paper.. 
.; 
' 3 .2.3: 
In the same section, the 	terms in the [BJ matrix are described 
as loss rates. Unless I am'mistaken, they are actually production 
rates - the loss terms are the F t 's. 
The signs of the terms in the matrix in (2.12) seem to be mostly 
wrong, .and in equation (2.1 )-i-) I get NsNA = TO + 	instead of 
0, which affects the equations following. I also get a different 
result for the unnumbered equation at the top of the page after 
that with (2.12) to (2:17). 
There seems to be a section (perhaps enly a paoe) entirely Mif3s -ina 
from my copy. Section 2.5.1 be , Ls halfway down onn 1Y3re, and the 
next page begins 'Bewersdorff et ai." 
There is a reference here to Fig. 2,2, which may 1 -c:Fr;!: 	2.1,. 
since there is no .Fig. 2.2. . 
Following equation (3.10),,I don't see why XN -+ is expected 
small compared with 6N - . In the case of the terminal negative i.ons, 
I would expect the opposite to be true, since they prcbably•have 
small photodetachment rates, and they do not suffer either associative 
or collisional detachment. 
Fig. 4.3 has no time-scale, which makes it hard for the reader to 
. verify the statement in the caption. 
In discussing the two-ion idea, some reference should be made to 
' the Norwegians, who have been pushing a similar idea for some time. 
The key reference is probably Haug and Landmark, JATP 32, 405 (1970). 
:.,Again there is a section missing from my copy, following the page 
: . with equation (4.11). The next page in my copy begins "the. absorbing. region is either thinner or higher. . ." 
